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3ABSTRACT
In sow farms, animals are actively removed and replaced to maintain target efficiency 
levels, herd health status and a static herd size. Sow removal has a critical effect on pig 
farm functionality and profitability. Excessive removal decreases lifetime production 
and especially during periods of small profit margins, becomes burdensome. It is also 
recognized as a welfare issue. 
The overall aim of this thesis was to investigate the current reality of piglet production 
in the rapidly changing Finnish production conditions with special emphasis on removal. 
The thesis is based on three individual studies which utilize diverse data from real 
commercial piglet producing farms.  The types of data collected for each are different and 
the methods used reflect the differences.  
We showed systematic and temporal differences in removal between individuals, 
parities, farms and replacement circumstances in Finland. The results also demonstrated the 
economic value of improved animal health and removal. We benchmarked national culling 
and mortality rates retrieved from mandatory registrations. Especially, the average on-farm 
mortality may be considered relatively high although the rates accorded with published 
literature.  However, the large differences between farms and several farms succeeding in 
obtaining low levels of removal imply that it is conceivable to strive for and reach certain 
special targets. Unfortunately, we demonstrated that optimal lifetime of a sow is not a fixed 
number and as such, no generally applicable policy for replacing sows can be determined. 
Neither can excessive removal be improved by single improvements only, because of 
limited resource reserves and other shortages within the individual farm. However, a few 
factors were found to be linked with an increased risk for removal and higher removal 
levels in these studies: e.g. the smallest litter sizes and the number of stillborn piglets at the 
sow level, and features indicative of semi-intensive or intensive farming compared with  a 
combination of environmental animal welfare indicators (mortality) and a non-intensified 
farming style (culling) at the farm level.
Traditional production approach of maximizing the net monetary income or 
quantitative measures in piglet production is likely to be changed in response to consumer’s 
increasing concerns around animal well-being, environmental sustainability and one 
health. We introduced an empirical base that could be used to motivate debate on future 
development of piglet production systems and delivered useful evidence relevant for 
stakeholders to engage in and promote research into identification, monitoring and 
management of sow removal and health. It may be more motivating for Finnish piglet 
producers, herd advisors and the industry to have specified removal levels to work towards. 
Our study can also be considered valid for emphasizing awareness of multidisciplinary 
approaches in integrating accurate epidemiological livestock data into larger frameworks as 
well as identifying current bottlenecks in available data and modelling methodology. 
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1 INTRODUCTION
Finnish pork production chain in its entirety has been negatively affected for an 
exceptionally long time by very low profitability. Environmental, health, bioeconomy and 
agricultural policy agendas are shaping the Finnish food production system. Additionally, 
over the recent decades, sow health, fitness and well-being have received society’s growing 
attention, owing to the change towards larger and more intensively managed units as well 
as the profound selection for highly reproductive traits (hyperprolific sows). 
Producers have often reached a good understanding of their own production through 
a long history of trial and error. They are capable of making decisions based on the 
knowledge gathered over several years.  However, problems are likely to arise in situations 
with too much uncertainty, changes and pressures, which are beyond their control.
Keeping farms alive is a shared concern for the entire industry and policy makers, in 
relation to secured, local, high quality food production and rural development. Sow and 
farm characteristics associated with both the economic and ethical relevance of production 
are becoming increasingly important yet are still poorly understood.   
Finding ways to develop Finnish production towards sustainable, secure, animal- and 
environmentally friendly farming requires improved knowledge of animal husbandry to 
provide suitable tools for producers, farming advisers, government workers, policy makers 
and scientists.  The search for such knowledge should be based on a holistic and systemic 
approach, covering both the biological characteristics of modern sow population, the living 
environments encompassing housing and management, and farm economics. Nevertheless, 
scientific studies on current Finnish sow husbandry have been scarce.
Sow removal is found to be an important aspect in pig farming and has a considerable 
impact on farm functionality and economic efficiency. It may also be linked to sow health 
and welfare. Replacement is one of the most complex decisions piglet producers make on 
an almost daily basis. This thesis project aims to describe some aspects contributing to a 
cost-efficient, sustainable, resilient and animal welfare-oriented piglet production with an 
optimal animal population with special emphasis on sow removal.  Diverse data sources 
are integrated, and various epidemiological methods are implemented to investigate 
characteristics and determinants of removal (culling and mortality) among Finnish 
sows. We aim to identify favourable characteristics of sows and highlight salient aspects 
regarding housing systems and sow management that Finnish producers may utilize in the 
upcoming transition towards a surviving farm. We also demonstrate the economic and sow 
replacement implications of the most important production diseases.
In the following chapters of the thesis relevant literature including key aspects of 
Finnish pork production and its development is discussed, the aim and objectives are 
stated, the materials and methods are described, the main results are given and discussed. 
The report will end by giving conclusions of the research and future recommendations for 
both the producers and research.
Introduction
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2 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The first part of this chapter introduces the main features of Finnish piglet production and 
farming systems in general. The second part describes the production cycle of a sow. The 
third part covers major aspects of and concepts underlying sow removal. In the fourth part, 
a brief introduction to decision-support systems and mathematical sow models is given.
2.1	 Finnish	pork	production
The aim of Finnish food production is to produce high quality products competitively 
according to the principles of sustainability and economic efficiency while respecting 
humans, animals and environment (Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, 2019; European 
Comission, 2018). Agriculture is a fundamental part of the national infrastructure: the 
industry not only provides food, financial returns and employment, but also contributes 
to sociocultural conditions in Finland. Local food production is, in addition, a crucially 
important element in national crisis management strategies.
In recent years, pork consumption, production and markets have evolved markedly 
both globally and at the national level (Trienekens & Wognum, 2009; FAO, 2019; Niemi 
& Väre, 2019). Notwithstanding the recent changes, pork remains a key commodity in 
Finnish food production. The national pig population has fluctuated between 1,458,347 
individuals (1997) housed in 6,155 farms to 1,088,988 (2018) in 1,027 farms (OSF, 2019). In 
terms of meat consumption, pork continues to rank first at 33.4 kg of the approximately 80 
kg of meat consumed per capita annually (Niemi & Väre, 2019).
In 2018, there were about 20,000 young breeding females (<8 months of age) and 
83,000 sows housed in 521 farms to produce piglets, representing almost 170 billion kg of 
pork produced (OSF, 2019; Niemi & Väre, 2019). This is approximately one half of all the 
meat produced in Finland and fundamentally corresponds to the national consumption of 
pork. However, there are both export and import markets representing annual amounts of 
approximately 20 and 30 billion kg of pork, respectively (Niemi & Väre, 2019).
Since Finland joined the European Union in 1995 the pork industry has been in 
serious decline (Fig.1), with almost nine in ten producers having given up piglet production 
(Niemi & Väre, 2019). Simultaneously, the number of sows has dropped by 45% from the 
peak of 190,000 in 1998 (Fig. 1). However, the number of piglets and finishers has remained 
approximately constant at around 500,000 (OSF, 2019). 
The total number of active pig farms has declined, but the remaining farms have become 
larger (Marquer et al., 2014; Kortesmaa et al., 2017). Two decades ago, most piglet producers 
operated farms with fewer than 100 sows, whereas today most animals are kept in farms larger 
than 300 sows, suggesting an intensification of the sector (Table 1). The future development 
trend seems to be characterized by the concentration of production on a diminishing number 
of farms, which in turn are growing in size (Marquer et al., 2014; Niemi & Väre, 2019). In 
large farms fixed costs are divided by a larger quantity of animals increasing productivity and 
aiming at reducing the average cost of production (Marquer et al., 2014).
Review of the literature
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Table 1. The piglet producing farms classified based on the numbers of young breeding 
females (<8 Months) and sows in 2014. The median herd size was 72 and the average 
was 151 (SD 276) (provided by the Centre for ICT Services at the National Land 
Survey 13.4.2015)  
Farm size Number of farms Number of females
1-50 283 7,585
51-100 207 15,159
101-200 129 17,977
201-300 62 15,170
301-500 34 12,918
501-800 22 14,079
801-> 24 32,247
In total 761 115,135
Review of the literature
Figure 1 Change in the number of pig farms (bars) and sows (solid line) in Finland since 1995. 
Data source: Official statistics of Finland (OSF).
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Nevertheless, economic sustainability of pig production has become very sensitive: 
the future is unpredictable as prices fluctuate, production costs increase, disease pressures 
challenge the global market, and the interests of consumers and industry become conflicted. 
In addition, current pork production faces globalization, technological developments, 
constantly updated regulations, new emerging diseases and society’s evolving social and 
cultural concerns about animal welfare, the environment, food quality and food safety 
(Trienekens & Wognum, 2009; European Comission 2017b; European Comission, 2018). 
The aim of agriculture may also be shifting from focusing on productivity to overall 
sustainability and diversification of rural functions (Steinfeld et al., 2006; European 
Comission, 2018; FAO, 2018). 
As a result, farmer management skills are challenged. In an effort to manage budgets 
and future insecurities, every element of agricultural production has to be subjected to 
careful scrutiny, optimizing resources and reducing expenditures in order to sustain the 
farm through difficult times. Sub-optimal management decisions may have long-term 
impacts not only on the survival or future functionality of the farm itself, but also on the 
entire production chain. The need for accurate information to support management is of 
paramount importance (Rodríguez et al., 2014).
2.1.1 Production systems 
In Finland, pigs are mainly kept indoors in specially designed buildings according to the 
guidelines of the World Organization for Animal Health (2019): good animal welfare 
requires disease prevention and veterinary treatment, appropriate shelter, management, 
nutrition, animal-friendly handling and humane slaughter. 
In general, three main piglet production systems can be distinguished. Farrow-to-
finish production covers the entire production from breeding the sows to selling market 
hogs. Farrow-to-feeder farming involves producing piglets to be further reared by other 
producers on the finishing farms. These farms have a sow herd exclusively for breeding. 
Additionally, some farms are specialized in producing new breeding animals for these 
farms. Finisher or fattening farms only purchase pigs to be fed until they reach the market 
weight to be further processed into saleable pork and pork products.
Finnish agriculture has been based on traditional family farming (Kortesmaa et al., 
2017) and remains a predominantly family activity (European Comission, 2017a). However, 
the ongoing structural change from small-scale, mixed production systems towards 
more intensive, larger herds with genetically refined pig breeds is modifying the physical 
farming infrastructure  and the daily strategies used to care for the animals and manage 
them (Rodríguez et al., 2014). The quantitative production goals to raise more piglets per 
sow space unit accompanied with faster production cycles, and especially the desired high 
input/output ratios, require modern infrastructure, novel technologies, special health care 
and particular feeds (Baxter et al., 2013; Koketsu et al., 2017). 
Despite the turbulent environment and challenges applying throughout the 
agricultural sector a diversity of farming practices still exists  (European Comission, 
Review of the literature
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2017b). Piglet producers differ by many characteristics, such as livestock assets, labour 
and cash availability, housing facilities, replacement animal management, biosecurity and 
herd health status, feeding regimen, animal handling and supervision and replacement 
orientations  (Den Hartog et al., 1993; Stalder et al., 2004; Zurbrigg & Blackwell, 2006; 
Engblom et al., 2007; Fitzgerald, 2009; Pukara, 2018). In particular, the rationale for 
the current condition of the farm and the course and ambition for future development 
determine the farm-specific logic in the particular objectives and strategies of a pig farmer 
(Kauppinen, 2013). 
European Livestock Farming Systems (LFS) research has encouraged the dissemination 
of knowledge about the diversity of farming systems (Gibon et al., 1999). Nevertheless, the 
multitude of current features across the rapidly evolving Finnish pork production sector 
has not been extensively described in the literature. To assess underlying risk factors for 
identified farm level problems and for modelling purposes, information on the whole range 
of farm typologies and livestock environments is needed (Stalder et al., 2004; Serenius & 
Stalder, 2007; Engblom, 2008; Rushton, 2009). The challenges related to the heterogeneity 
of farms have also been recognized in the evaluation of animal welfare from a multifactorial 
point of view and overall guidelines such as those published by EFSA (EFSA, 2014).    
The scarcity of detailed farm information is likely due to several factors. Observational 
field studies require data from a large number of representative herds. Such studies may 
be viewed as too subjective, and they are expensive to conduct and time-consuming 
to complete. In addition, data collection for such studies mainly utilizes questionnaires. 
Despite careful planning, imaginative design and validation, questionnaire-based 
approaches have their own limitations as they rely entirely on the cooperation and reliability 
of the participants (Boynton & Greenhalgh, 2004; Dohoo et al., 2009b; Thrusfield et al., 
2018).
2.2	 Sow	production	cycle
Breeding sows in commercial herds are managed through different stages as illustrated in 
Figure 2. A sow passes through these stages repeatedly until she is replaced by a new one 
that restarts the same cycle.  
The productive life of a female breeding animal starts at breeding. Gilts are often kept 
in pens and sows to be mated in individual crates. Appropriate reproductive management is 
required to maximize production (King et al., 1998; Merks et al., 2000; Kaneko et al., 2013). 
It is influenced by, inter alia, genetics, production systems, nutrition and the environment. 
Stimulation and detection of oestrus using boar contact is common. Normally, when 
heat is detected the sows and sufficiently mature gilts are mated mainly using artificial 
insemination or a natural service. Semen can be purchased or collected from the boars 
on the farm. Thereafter, appropriate housing and management are needed during early 
gestation to protect embryos and enable implantation. The majority of returns to oestrus 
occur during the first 3-6 weeks after service. Frequent monitoring of both mated and 
unmated females is highly recommended to minimize the costly non-productive days 
Review of the literature
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(King et al., 1998; Sasaki & Koketsu, 2012; Tani et al., 2016).  To confirm pregnancy, real 
time ultrasound can be used 23-28 days after insemination. A negative result may lead to 
either re-mating according to the 3-week oestrus cycle (regular returns) or removal. 
Sows go through gestation in groups of different sizes and must have space to move 
freely according to legislation (Animal Welfare Act 247/1996: Government Decree 
15.12.2012/629, 2012). Appropriate feeding and general gestation management are needed 
to ensure sufficient nutrition to support the pregnancy, and also until the third parity 
the growth of the dam (Yang et al., 1989; Rutherford et al., 2013). There is variation in 
pregnancy length, but the majority of sows farrow between 114 and 116 days after 
conception. Approximately a week before the expected farrowing, most pregnant sows are 
moved into individual farrowing crates. 
Constant monitoring and special care are required during the peripartum period. 
As a polytocous species, pigs produce many offspring at a single birth. In each farrowing 
on average 10-17 piglets are born but litter sizes up to 20-26 piglets are possible for 
hyperprolific lines (Andersson et al., 2016; Gruhot, 2017b; Tani et al., 2018; Hasan et al., 
2019). Birth weight markedly influences piglet survival (Ferrari et al., 2014; Feldpausch et 
al., 2019). On average, at birth piglets weigh approximately 1.4-1.5kg, but the genetically 
induced increase in litter size has been shown to be linked with a decrease in the mean 
piglet weight and an increase in the within litter variability of birth weight (Wolf et al., 
Review of the literature
Figure 2 The production cycle of a sow (from  Niemi et al, Frontiers in Veterinary Science, 
4:181, 2017) 
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2008; Feldpausch et al., 2019). A target weight of at least 1 kg has been recommended to 
improve piglet survival and future performance (Mabry, 2016). 
The period after farrowing is termed the lactation period. The average daily feed 
intake affects herd productivity through litter and subsequent reproductive performance 
(Yang et al., 1989; Koketsu et al., 1997; Tantasuparuk et al., 2001; Hoving et al., 2010). 
The piglets remain with a sow to be nursed for at least the legislated 28 days (Animal 
Welfare Act 247/1996: Government decree 15.12.2012/629, 2012). A considerably longer 
lactation period is often not practised in commercial production for several economic and 
productivity reasons. Piglets are weaned, either removing the sow from the pen or removing 
both, and further reared in the nursery department. Some of the best female piglets may be 
kept as future replacements for the sows, i.e. they may constitute the farm’s own gilt pool. 
After weaning, the sows are taken to the breeding unit to start the cycle from the 
beginning. In commercial piglet production the desired aim is to produce as many litters 
per sow a year as possible (Koketsu et al., 2017). Thus, each sow repeats the cycle on average 
2.3-2.4 times a year (Wolf et al., 2008). They should show oestrus within a couple of days 
after weaning and mated successfully to maximize production (Koketsu et al., 2017). 
2.3	 Sow	removal
Sow removal refers to the replacement step in the production cycle. Animals are actively 
removed and replaced to maintain target efficiency levels and a static herd size. Average 
annual removal rates have climbed to levels approaching 50% and large variation among 
farms has been reported (D’allaire et al., 1987; Dijkhuizen et al., 1989; Stein et al., 1990; 
Rodriguez-Zas et al., 2003; Engblom et al., 2007; Masaka et al., 2014) 
Sow removal has an important effect on pig farm functionality and profitability. The 
replacement females either have to be reared as an own internal pool of gilts or purchased 
externally from a breeder supplier. Assets for purchase, labour, feed and housing facilities 
for gilt development, acclimation and teaching  are required (Stalder et al., 2003). In 
addition, if replacement animals are purchased from other farms, the risk for introducing 
diseases increases (Koketsu, 2000). 
Combined high voluntary and involuntary removal rates result in the need for more 
breeding gilts, distort the herd parity structure and harm herd performance (Houška, 2009). 
Especially during periods of small profit margins, excessive removal becomes burdensome 
(Rodriguez-Zas et al., 2003; Rodriguez-Zas, 2006; Sasaki et al., 2012; Gruhot et al., 2017a). 
In addition to being an economic concern, excessive removal is also recognized as a 
welfare issue  (OIE, 2019). Thus, understanding sow removal is a critical component of 
farm success, but because of its complexity, managing sow retention optimally represents 
an ongoing challenge.
2.3.1	 Quantifying	and	reporting	removal
Despite the general goal towards optimized removal, and recent development of 
comprehensive animal databases, our ability to evaluate and monitor removal is relatively 
Review of the literature
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poor due to absence of an accepted set of standards. Several measures are used to demonstrate 
the flow of animals at the herd level: removal, culling, mortality and replacement rate, herd 
turnover, percent gilts in the herd, average parity or the frequency distribution of parity of 
the culled females, and average number of piglets weaned per female per lifetime (Stein et 
al., 1990; King et al., 1998; Koketsu et al., 1999; Houška, 2009; Balogh et al., 2015; Wang 
et al., 2019). Culling and mortality rates may also confusingly be used to describe the risk 
of these events (Dohoo et al., 2009a). Moreover, it is worth pointing out that the scrutiny 
is further complicated by existence of several sow-level measures of longevity, such as 
the litter, parity or production cycle number at removal (Hoge & Bates, 2011; Hoving, 
2012), the length of life, the herd life, the sow welfare productive lifetime (SWPL) and sow 
economically productive lifetime (SEPL) (Fitzgerald, 2009), lifetime prolificacy (Hoge & 
Bates, 2011; Sasaki et al., 2011; Ek-Mex et al., 2015) and stayability (Serenius et al., 2006; 
Knauer et al., 2010; Hoge & Bates, 2011).
Not only does the definition of removal vary throughout the literature, but there are also 
different means used to compute the figure (D’allaire et al., 1987). From an epidemiological 
point of view, Fetrow et al (2006) and Dohoo et al (2009a) have considered removal and 
mortality, respectively, as specific events or incidents. Therefore, they have emphasized 
the use of culling/mortality incidence rate as the most ideal way to measure removal. To 
compute the extent of culling the number of culled individuals over a specified time period 
should be divided by the population at risk of being culled over the same period. A simple 
count of the sows that have been culled would be a straightforward measurement. This 
would also be an understandable basis for the numerator, assuming that the removals are 
correctly specified, most preferably excluding the number of deaths and reporting them 
separately. To standardize the figure, a denominator encompassing the population at risk 
and specifying the time frame would be needed. The specified time is typically a year but 
could be another period of interest (Stein et al., 1990; Sasaki & Koketsu, 2008a; Jensen et 
al., 2012). 
The most confusing term in the formula is ‘the population at risk’. It may be a cohort, 
i.e. a group determined by a common characteristic, a whole herd according to the farmer 
either including the gilts and young breeding animals or not, the herd management 
programme-based figure or a herd size retrieved from an official register. Females may 
also be counted in annual sow farrowings (D’allaire et al., 1987). Several practical problems 
occur as there is a constant flow of animals and current herd management systems tend to 
use different terms to describe herd size, e.g. the definition of a gilt may differ, as would the 
register-keeping for them. Moreover, several previous research efforts have not measured 
breeding female inventories either at all or not by parity. Instead, they have reported reason-
specific and parity-specific removal using proportions among all the removed females 
(Stein et al., 1990; Chagnon et al., 1991; Zhao et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2019).  
Quantifying the extent of removal appropriately and consistently would be beneficial 
not only for an internal analysis of individual farms but also for improving the clarity of 
discussion, providing means for comparisons and screening potential problem herds. 
Before an international consensus for reporting removal is created, interpretations, 
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comparisons and conclusions among populations, countries and studies must be treated 
with caution.
2.3.2	 Culling
Literally, culling refers to the reduction of an animal population by selective slaughter 
(Stevenson, 2010), but may also be used to define numerous reasons for an animal to leave 
the herd: sale, slaughter, unassisted death or euthanasia  (Fetrow et al., 2006). Traditionally, 
culling has been further categorized as voluntary, i.e. removal for economic reasons, and 
involuntary, i.e. biological or forced reasons mostly beyond the farmer’s control (Fetrow et 
al., 2006). Studies have shown that throughout the years and across populations the main 
proportion of all removals has been of an unplanned nature (Stein et al., 1990; Boyle et 
al., 1998; Lucia Jr et al., 2000; Engblom et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2019). 
Therefore, these subdivisions are not useful for management purposes. 
The essential prerequisite for an internal farm-specific analysis is well managed, 
motivated record-keeping. A clear and concise distinction between different destinations 
(e.g. slaughter, spontaneous death, euthanasia) should be emphasized to improve clarity of 
the removal records and further interpretation of the summaries (Fetrow et al., 2006). 
At an individual animal level, culling means identifying and removing a sow without 
sufficient merit or fitness compared to the herd average. If she is better than the average sow, 
she is allowed to remain in the herd, otherwise she is replaced with another, younger female 
considered to have superior future productivity. At the same time, each of these decisions 
should consider that an optimum parity profile of productive sows will be maintained 
(Koketsu, 2005; Koketsu, 2007a; Houška, 2009). The most appropriate time to classify 
sows systematically and select the ones to be culled is at weaning in order to minimize the 
unnecessary costs (Engblom et al., 2008b; Tani et al., 2018). Both gilts and sows increase the 
number of non-productive days before being removed from the herd when they are found 
not to be pregnant (King et al., 1998). These culling intervals account for a considerable 
proportion of overall non-productive days influencing the herd reproductive performance 
and economic efficiency (Koketsu, 2005). 
The overall herd culling rate is an accumulation of culling rates of all parities which 
determine the herd parity distribution (Houška, 2009). A report published from Sweden 
on a selected sample of farms with good record-keeping skills described annual culling 
proportions expressed as percentage of sows in production ranging from 27.9 to 56.8% and 
averaging 42.2% (Engblom et al., 2007). Likewise, a convenience sample of farms in Canada 
had culling rates ranging from 23 to 50% (Anil et al., 2005b). In a Japanese study focusing 
on mortality, other culls (culled, euthanized, transferred and unrecorded removals) were 
differentiated from death, yielding an annualized culling rate of 33.8% (Sasaki & Koketsu, 
2008a). In an investigation on commercial pig removal practices, as opposed to those 
on research farms, one Zimbabwean herd was associated with an average culling rate of 
approximately 45% (Masaka et al., 2014). In a large Spanish study, the annual culling rate 
was shown to be 44% (Tani et al., 2018). A recent study from China on culling reasons 
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described the study farms as having average culling rates, potentially on-farm deaths 
included, of between 30 and 40% (Wang et al., 2019). In each case referred to above, care 
must be exercised in interpreting or comparing the values. 
Reason-specific and parity-specific removal has been described in several studies. 
Culling strategies and perception of longevity are strongly influenced by views within the 
industry as a whole and the state of knowledge. Moreover, the decision-making varies over 
time, season, country, herd, parity number and stage of the production cycle (Dijkhuizen 
et al., 1989; Tarrés et al., 2006; Anil et al., 2008; Engblom et al., 2008b; De Jong et al., 2014; 
Balogh et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2019). Despite the wide variation, a 
general pattern across studies is evident in which reproductive failure represents the most 
common reason (Dagorn & Aumaitre, 1979; D’allaire et al., 1987; Dijkhuizen et al., 1989; 
Stein et al., 1990; Engblom et al., 2007; Segura-Correa et al., 2011; De Jong et al., 2014; 
Zhao et al., 2015; Tani et al., 2018). The other major reasons include locomotor problems, 
inadequate performance and old age (Stein et al., 1990; Engblom et al., 2007; Segura-
Correa et al., 2011; De Jong et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2019). Moreover, a large proportion of 
young breeding females is culled at first farrowing or even before that (Lucia Jr et al., 2000; 
Knauer, 2011; Masaka et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2015; Tani et al., 2018).
Ideally, the core of removals should be in selected culls based on a predetermined set of 
replacement criteria. Culling guidelines should not only include the selection measures but 
also the timing for gilts and sows (Lucia Jr et al., 2000; Sasaki & Koketsu, 2012). Failure to 
have or follow appropriate culling policy will result in an increase in unplanned removals. 
High levels of involuntary culling or mortality reduce the possibilities to follow the culling 
policy and stick to the targets (Engblom, 2008; Masaka et al., 2014). They create extra 
costs, reduce production efficiency, disturb the workflow, may require extra facilities for 
isolation and are a potential reflection of unnecessary suffering due to underlying diseases 
or management problems. Improving the quality of life of animals through better health 
and welfare will result in longer living sows and higher lifetime productivity, but can also 
make the production more socio-culturally accepted (Fraser et al., 1997; Sørensen & Fraser, 
2010; Boogaard et al., 2011). 
2.3.3	 Mortality
On-farm mortality includes sows that die spontaneously, but also the ones euthanized due 
to trauma or untreatable disease, considered unsuitable for entering the food chain or unfit 
to be transported are often included in the figure (Engblom et al., 2008a). Each of these 
losses represents a failure: all forced removals of sows create economic losses for the farmer 
and are an implication of inefficient use of animal resources (Koketsu, 2000). In addition, 
morbidity and mortality are indicators of insufficient freedom from pain, injury or disease, 
and thus raise welfare concerns (Barnett et al., 2001; Welfare Quality®, 2009).  
There seems to be no collective agreement as to what might be considered a natural, 
normal or accepted level of mortality in sow herds. A review of studies reveals relatively 
large variation, and yet again, due to lack of accepted standards, the results must be 
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interpreted with caution. A rather old study reported as low a death rate as 3.3% in Canada, 
however with a range from 0 to 9.2% (Chagnon et al., 1991). A large mortality study in the 
USA two decades ago estimated an annual mortality risk for breeding females to average 
5.7% (Koketsu, 2000). Several studies have been conducted at the individual animal level 
considering only those removed. North American herds for which there was high quality 
record-keeping were assessed using such an approach and reported that 7.4% of all those 
removed had died (Lucia Jr et al., 2000).
Notwithstanding the societal concern regarding livestock mortality, current figures for 
sow herds in different countries to monitor development have not been reported widely 
(Deen & Xue, 1999; Koketsu, 2000). Crude three month death rates ranging from 0 to 8% 
for gestating and 0 to 25% for lactating sows in Danish herds have been described (Jensen 
et al., 2012). Another Danish study estimated the annual mortality to average 12.7% and 
range from 5.2 to as high as 34.4% (Knage-Rasmussen et al., 2015). The Swedish removal 
study with detailed and controlled record-keeping could separate euthanasia and death 
rates, which were 5.2% and 2.1%, respectively (Engblom et al., 2007). Japanese studies 
reported annualized mortality rates of 3.9 (the euthanized ones not included) (Sasaki & 
Koketsu, 2008a) and 8.9% (Iida & Koketsu, 2014). Death accounted for 15.6%, 16% and 
8.2% of all removals in studies with a limited number of herds from Zimbabwe, Hungary 
and China, respectively (Masaka et al., 2014; Balogh et al., 2015; Zhao et al., 2015).
Published literature on the specific, confirmed causes of mortality is scarce. A potential 
diagnosis may be estimated through information from the farmer, but only a postmortem 
examination can provide a more precise diagnosis (Engblom et al., 2008a). Similarly to 
those for culling, supposed or suggested causes of sow death and reasons for euthanasia 
are numerous, varying between parities (Anil et al., 2005b; Kirk et al., 2005; Engblom et 
al., 2008a), stage of the production cycle (Chagnon et al., 1991; Sanz et al., 2007; Wang et 
al., 2019), management routines and housing (Christensen et al., 1995; Abiven et al., 1998; 
Jensen et al., 2012), season (Chagnon et al., 1991; Iida & Koketsu, 2014), populations  and 
countries.  Among sows found dead, heart failure and pathologies involving the abdominal 
organs, especially torsions, ruptures and perforations were the most frequently mentioned 
causes (Chagnon et al., 1991; D’allaire et al., 1991; Kirk et al., 2005). In contrast, locomotor 
related problems were reported to constitute a dominant factor determining euthanasia 
(Christensen et al., 1995; Kirk et al., 2005; Sanz et al., 2007; Engblom et al., 2008a). 
Farms differ in the performance level, housing conditions, quality of management, 
feeding regimen and water availability, biosecurity measures and timing of treatment in 
cases of signs of discomfort and disease in sows. Populations differ in their genetics and 
herds in their age structure. Different thresholds and strategies for euthanasia affect the 
mortality rate and may partly explain herd variations. A better awareness of on-farm 
mortality and knowledge of the confirmed, farm-specific causes of mortality would be 
essential when tailoring practical improvements to enhance animal well-being and the 
farm economy. 
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2.3.4	 Determinants	of	optimal	removal
Sow longevity, i.e. the length of time that a sow remains in the herd plays an important role 
in the productivity and profitability of piglet production. Therefore, previous research has 
focused on a wide variety of aspects on sow removal. They all share the aim of improving 
commercial herd management by producing knowledge to determine optimal culling 
policies. Yet the specific objectives, designs, study populations and methods of assessment 
have varied considerably across studies. All interrelated determinants of removal form a 
complex, at least three level, hierarchical, network (sow, herd, region/country) in which 
deficits in one can be compensated for by better abilities in the others. Besides, the entity is 
further modified by the dynamic forces beyond the farmer’s control that manipulate herd 
level replacement strategies such as global markets and production costs, availability of 
replacement gilts or infectious disease outbreaks. 
To guide culling decisions at the individual animal level, many factors have been found 
to affect the risk of removal. The studies defining what might influence longevity and overall 
lifetime performance have focused on a wide range of variables thought to be prognostic of 
better potential. Partly conflicting evidence has been presented. Sow characteristics stated 
to be predictive for better longevity in some populations may not be predictive in others. 
Additionally, the relationships between these factors of interest and wellbeing of the sow 
and resulting litter have hardly been examined.  
Breeding values for longevity traits have been widely assessed. Most studies have 
indicated that sufficient genetic variation exists for effective selection (Yazdi et al., 2000; 
Serenius & Stalder, 2004; Arango, 2005; Serenius & Stalder, 2006; Serenius & Stalder, 
2007; Engblom et al., 2009; Mote, 2009; Knauer et al., 2010). It has also been suggested 
that by selecting for improved longevity, even differences as great as approximately one 
parity between the worst and the best lines, may be successful (Rodriguez-Zas et al., 2003). 
Gilts starting their productive life at younger ages have been shown to have improved 
survivability (Serenius & Stalder, 2007; Engblom et al., 2008b). Further, their lifetime 
performance has been reported to be better compared with those farrowing at older ages 
for the first time (Le Cozler et al., 1998; Sasaki & Koketsu, 2008b; Hoge & Bates, 2011). A 
sow’s risk of removal has also been reported to be influenced by her performance, such as 
the number of piglets born within parities (Serenius & Stalder, 2007; Engblom et al., 2008b; 
Hoge & Bates, 2011; Sasaki et al., 2011; Iida & Koketsu, 2015; Iida et al., 2015; Engblom et 
al., 2016). The effects of the first and second litter sizes separately or combined have been 
studied because it would be profitable to be able to identify superior individuals during the 
early stages of the productive life to maximize performance and longevity. In particular, an 
increased removal hazard has been found to be associated with small litters (Brandt, 1999; 
Yazdi et al., 2000; Ek-Mex et al., 2015; Tani et al., 2018). However, the most advantageous 
number of piglets seems to be population dependent (Iida & Koketsu, 2015; Iida et al., 
2015; Andersson et al., 2016). Fewer stillborn piglets have also tended to decrease the risk 
of removal (Hoge & Bates, 2011). Reproductive fitness, such as weaning to first mating 
intervals affect the number of non-productive days in the herd and have also been linked to 
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removal and lifetime performance (Yatabe et al., 2019). Moreover, the association between 
the preweaning litter characteristics and environment of breeding females and their later 
life have also been studied. However, partly conflicting evidence of the overall impact have 
been reported  (Tummaruk et al., 2001; Serenius & Stalder, 2007; Hoge & Bates, 2011; Vallet 
et al., 2016).
Herd level factors can modify sow-level outcomes independently of the sow’s 
characteristics. Due to the multitude of current features of animal husbandry, problems, 
and especially the underlying risk factors or their combinations, become difficult to identify 
and control (Den Hartog et al., 1993; Zurbrigg & Blackwell, 2006; Spoolder et al., 2009).
Thus far, the impact of housing facilities, management routines or other farm level 
factors, such as farm × year combination, herd size, performance level or reproductive 
efficiency, have mainly been investigated as separate effects in studies identifying risk 
factors for the most important causes of premature removal or quantifying direct risks for 
a sow to leave the herd (Gjein & Larssen, 1995; Abiven et al., 1998; Morris et al., 1998; 
Koketsu, 2000; Koketsu, 2007a; Serenius & Stalder, 2007; Engblom et al., 2008b; Sasaki & 
Koketsu, 2008a; Pluym et al., 2011; Jensen et al., 2012; Cador et al., 2014).
It has been suggested that a larger herd size may have a particular effect on mortality 
(Christensen et al., 1995; Koketsu, 2000). It may be associated with working time 
allocated per animal and partly with human-animal relationship. These may also jointly 
affect husbandry practices, including health control and treatment in a number of ways 
(Hemsworth et al., 1994; Koketsu, 2000; EFSA, 2007). However, the opposite was also 
reported based on a Japanese study (Sasaki & Koketsu, 2008a), and also a lack of any 
association between herd size and death occurrence has also been observed (Jensen et al., 
2012; Iida & Koketsu, 2014). Further research is needed to improve the knowledge on how 
workload, caretaker skills and sow removal are interrelated. 
Culling frequencies for reproductive reasons have consistently been shown to be high. 
In addition to genetics and age, farm level factors such as nutrition, breeding management 
and culling policy on repeat breeders are linked to the number of unnecessary culls for a 
variety of reproduction related causes (D’allaire et al., 1987; Dijkhuizen et al., 1989; Dalin et 
al., 1997; Lucia Jr et al., 2000; Engblom, 2008; Engblom et al., 2008b).
Premature removal for locomotory disorders, both through slaughter and euthanasia, 
is common (Heinonen et al., 2013). Leg and claw problems and lameness are all known 
contributors to impaired health and welfare (Boyle et al., 1998; Kirk et al., 2005; Anil et al., 
2008; Engblom et al., 2008a; Anil et al., 2009; Pluym et al., 2011). The frequencies range 
widely, which may partly be due to poor selection for structural soundness. With good 
reasoning it may also be assumed that farm level factors or factor combinations influence 
removal through influencing locomotor soundness (Engblom et al., 2008a; Engblom et al., 
2008b). Increasing the proportion of concrete slatted floor (Heinonen et al., 2006; Zurbrigg 
& Blackwell, 2006; Cador et al., 2014), poor floor hygiene and restricted space (Gjein & 
Larssen, 1995; Cador et al., 2014; Pluym et al., 2017), larger group sizes and higher workload 
(Cador et al., 2014) have all been identified as risk factors for locomotor disorders. 
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Aggression is a recognized disadvantage of group housing of gestating sows (Maes et 
al., 2016).  While the degree of aggressive encounters does not directly associate with a 
sow removal problem, it may associate with lameness, traumatic injuries, dirtiness, stress, 
reduced feed intake and other negative effects of aggression (Razdan et al., 2004; Engblom, 
2008). A combination of housing factors and management routines affects the frequency, 
duration, intensity and consequences of fighting (Anil et al., 2005a; Zurbrigg & Blackwell, 
2006; Spoolder et al., 2009). However, these interrelationships and especially the potential 
link between aggression and removal is not well-studied (Stalder et al., 2004; Fitzgerald, 
2009).
The effects of otherwise harsh housing conditions may be modified by provision of 
enrichment material. Bedding, rooting and nesting materials facilitate natural behavioural 
needs, and especially with other animal friendly initiatives and proper management, 
influence animal welfare, health and presumably performance (Tuyttens, 2005; EFSA, 2007; 
Spoolder et al., 2009; Spoolder et al., 2011; Yun et al., 2013; Munsterhjelm et al., 2015). 
They may also improve longevity indirectly, through better welfare, potentially lowering 
morbidity and mortality. 
2.4 Computerized decision-making support
Decision-making in the traditional sense can be seen as the interface between the evaluation 
of a situation, the choice of action or a combination of the two. Ideally, the decision maker 
must be completely informed about all possible alternatives and their instant and long-term 
consequences. Preferably, it should be possible to rank the alternatives such that across all 
possibilities the one maximizing the decision outcome can be identified (Sauter, 2011). 
We are experiencing a data revolution: substantial amounts of data are being generated 
passively and actively on a daily basis (Wolfert et al., 2017). Structured collections of data 
such as detailed animal-related records on farms enter databases. However, databases are 
only of limited value. They need to be converted into information in order to be useful 
(Thrusfield & Christley, 2018). All databases with a consistent, coordinated set of modules 
for collecting, storing, processing, optimizing, analysing and valuing data can be considered 
to be information systems (Ratzan, 2004). Further, extensions of such information 
systems generate decision support systems. Operations research deals with a wide range 
of applications of advanced analytical methods, such as mathematical modelling and 
simulation, statistical analysis and mathematical optimization to support decision-making 
and improve it and its efficiency (Churchman et al., 1957; Thrusfield & Christley, 2018). 
Linking the available theory of complex decision-making with existing data and 
application to real-world problems can shed light on individual system behaviours and 
their economic and other implications (Kaufmann & Faure, 1968; Sauter, 2011; Berner 
& La Lande, 2016). Decision support systems can also be used to integrate formulations 
that describe farmers’ production efficiency, resource reserves and shortage, preferably 
in real time. While doing so, they provide conclusions about the current and suggestions 
for alternative production possibilities, conforming to environmental constraints and 
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complying with legislation (Janssen & Van Ittersum, 2007). In general, decision support 
systems do not provide explicit answers but expand possibilities, reduce the time needed 
to evaluate and choose, offer guidance to decision makers at the implementation level and 
improve the quality of solutions (Sauter, 2011).
2.4.1	 Sow	models
In farming systems, there are many dynamic dependencies and a continuous flow of key 
decisions to be made. In the process of managing a herd towards farm-specific goals, input 
factors of production, broadly categorized as land and animal resources, labour, capital, 
entrepreneurship and knowledge are employed to achieve a specific amount of commodity 
(Eurostat, 2018). 
Mathematical models representing the behaviours of herds have been used for a long 
time in research (Oltenacu et al., 1980; Allen & Stewart, 1983; Tess et al., 1983). Models 
are developed for research and teaching purposes but also to assess the consequences of 
policy changes and technological innovations, and support on-farm decision-making by 
highlighting the impacts of different choices (Plà et al., 2003). By giving more insight into 
hypothetical situations, they make the real farm behaviour easier to predict and understand 
(Janssen & Van Ittersum, 2007). 
The goal in mathematical livestock models is to describe and optimize a well-defined 
problem. In sow farming systems, one specific challenge is that a wide variety of factors 
are continuously, and in short cycles, interacting hierarchically and dynamically with each 
other. Moreover, pork production is partitioned into specialized farms, each of which is 
integrated into the larger framework of the supply chain aiming at best possible overall 
efficiency (Rodríguez et al., 2014).  
 The more the models try to resemble the animal, farm or chain level reality, the more 
complex they become. An increase in computational power has enabled the representation 
of highly complex systems to solve significant problems. However, the applicability to 
real on-farm use has not necessarily been improved. Several factors determine model 
practicality. The most effective models both utilize the power of information technology 
and represent a compromised simplification of the reality involving the end user (Kamp, 
1999; Plà, 2007; Rodríguez et al., 2014).
Methodological approaches of sow herd models have mainly been based on simulation, 
linear programming and dynamic programming, including Markov decision models (Plà, 
2007; Rodríguez-Sánchez et al., 2012). The incorporation of Bayesian methods has also 
been introduced (Kristensen & Søllested, 2004). In general, the core is in the representation 
of the productive and reproductive behaviour of the herd over time. Thus, the main 
elements are reproduction and replacement management. The models take the individual 
sow lifespan as a reference: a sow follows the path described above in Figure 2 in the Sow 
production cycle chapter of this thesis and is exposed to unit-specific and farm-specific 
management.  
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In particular, sow herd models have been developed to describe how the timing of 
replacement affects the overall population and farm economy (Dijkhuizen et al., 1986; 
Huirne et al., 1988; Houben et al., 1990; Huirne et al., 1991; Jalvingh et al., 1992; Huirne 
et al., 1993; Kristensen & Søllested, 2004). As described in the previous sections, decisions 
on replacement and policies in sow farming are critical. The goal of a producer is to find 
a replacement policy that maximizes the expected value of return. The complex and 
still poorly understood interrelationships among a large number of factors complicate 
this decision-making. The ongoing changes in the pork production sector, regulations 
concerning pig welfare and society’s growing environmental concerns restrict the margin 
of benefit for individual farms. Increasing numbers of new variables and constraints further 
complicate the evaluation of the best possible management alternative. Optimization 
models considering a wider framework of interacting factors or a pool of farms are likely to 
play a more important role in modern farm management (Plà, 2007). For such purposes, 
the models should be improved to better meet the needs of farmers and advisers and to be 
interpreted in a practical context (Plà, 2007; Rodríguez-Sánchez et al., 2012).
Previous studies have also used several different methods to estimate the effect of 
diseases. The economic consequences of costly outbreaks of some infectious diseases have 
been demonstrated in detail (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2012; Schulz & Tonsor, 2015; Halasa et 
al., 2016; Stygar et al., 2016). However, current models have hardly taken into account the 
health status or the occurrence of endemic production diseases of sow (Rodriguez et al., 
2011). They cause less obvious losses to production and farm profit but occur across all 
production systems and management styles and cause unnecessary suffering. 
Variation among models makes their overall applicability limited. One potential 
explanation is the origin or quality of data (Plà et al., 2003; Rodríguez et al., 2014). 
Models used for quantitative descriptions and predictions should be based on empirical 
data and research as much as possible. Observations can come either from experiments, 
reliable record-keeping software or well-justified literature but preferably from real farms 
(Plà, 2007). The research and data concerning diseases, feeding, metabolism, and labour 
requirements are not vast, but should be incorporated in a user-friendly manner into 
models for sow herds (Rushton, 2009). In addition, indirect effects of, for example, global 
markets can be at least as important as the direct effects under steady state conditions 
and should be accounted for (Rodríguez et al., 2014). Moreover, validation of the models 
remains a problem (Plà, 2007).
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Objectives
3 OBJECTIVES 
The overall aim in this thesis was to investigate sow removal in the rapidly changing Finnish 
production conditions and to identify factors associated with sub-optimal removal at the 
sow and at the farm level. The leading hypothesis was that there are patterns of differences 
in removal between individual sows and farms.  
After firstly quantifying current sow productivity and removal in order to provide a 
standard of reference against which future development may be compared, this thesis had 
the following more specific objectives (publications are referred to by their Roman numbers 
I–III): 
1. to study the productivity development across parities and over time, and to determine 
parity-specific removal rates and time-specific removal patterns (I)
2. to study how removal is affected by sow characteristics in different parities and provide 
risk estimates for further use as input values in economic and other mathematical 
models (I)
3. to assess the suitability of routinely collected pig registration data to study on-farm 
removal (II)
4. to characterize farms with contrasting patterns of management routines and housing 
conditions, and to investigate the relationships between them and on-farm removal 
(II)
5. to model sow herd dynamics and to study optimal replacement management and the 
economic aspects of the most relevant production diseases (III).
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4 MATERIALS AND METHODS
The thesis is based on three individual studies. This chapter gives an overview of the 
materials and methods used in them. A more thorough description with detailed statistical 
depiction can be found in the original publications reproduced in the last chapter of this 
thesis. 
The studies can be divided into three categories. The first two are conveniently split 
into the animal-level (I) and farm-level approaches (II), describing the population and the 
husbandry, respectively. They contribute to the profound familiarization of the area and are 
used to determine the current reality of piglet production in Finnish commercial farms. 
The third category accounts for both the animal-level and farm-level – the modelling study 
is based on a typical sow in a representative herd (III). The types of data collected for each 
category are different and the methods used reflect the differences.   
4.1	 Sow	level	approach
Piglet producing farms are using computerized herd health and management monitoring 
software, in which reproductive, performance and removal data are recorded on a daily 
basis to enable the user to monitor each individual animal closely and to improve herd 
management. Altogether 90 farms with an average inventory of 342 (median 124, 
range 26-2726) breeding sows were selected based on the herd managers’ willingness to 
participate in the study (I). Study herds were required to be users of the WinPig, AgroSoft® 
herd management monitoring software.
The electronic web backups were firstly managed, processed and converted using 
WinPig.net, which is the new management system from AgroSoft A/S. Individual herd data 
files were thereafter imported as csv-files into the open source statistical software RStudio 
(Team, 2016). Comparable animal level recordings regarding performance and removal 
were extracted and merged.
All sows in production from 2013 to 2014 in the herds were eligible for inclusion in 
the study. Altogether, records from 71, 512 parity cycles commencing between 1 July 2013 
and 30 June 2014 were selected from the merged sow population database. The cycles were 
followed over time from the production stage “farrowing” to the a) subsequent farrowing, 
b) 180 days postpartum or c) removal, whichever occurred first. To differentiate parity 
cycles 1 through 8, to enable comparison between them and to understand the temporal 
dynamics of sow removal according to parity number, subsets of data, i.e. cohorts, were 
formed based on the number of completed farrowings.
Baseline data on the relevant early productive life characteristics and the most recent, 
i.e. cohort-specific performance data were extracted and categorized. These potential risk 
factors were linked with time intervals after farrowing and the event of interest – removal 
from the herd. 
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The methodological core of the approach was based on classic descriptive epidemiology 
coupled risk analyses (I). In the available data, removal referred to different types of exit of 
sows from the herd regardless of the reason and was used as the outcome event of interest.
The descriptive analyses integrated elements of parity cohorts to scrutinize current 
production capacity of the Finnish sow population with special emphasis on removal. This 
was done to compare it with recent development, to describe the patterns of removal and 
identify stages of the parity cycles associated with increased risk of removal from the herd. 
Time data (in days) after farrowing to removal at different parities and during the parity 
cycle were analysed.
The impacts of early productive life characteristics were first studied as crude risks 
of removal. Thereafter, Poisson regression was used. It is typically used for modelling 
count data (Crawley, 2005). Its extension with a piecewise exponential model represents 
an alternative approach to modelling survival data (Schukken et al., 2010; Elghafghuf et 
al., 2014). In the models, the distinction between rate and risk diminished, as a relatively 
short time interval of 20 days was used as the unit of analysis (Cha et al., 2013). Thus, 
risk was used throughout the analyses. Impacts of sow characteristics and time period post 
farrowing on the risk of being removed were evaluated separately for each parity cycle. All 
potential risk factors were modelled as fixed effects, adjusting for clustering within herd 
(Bates et al., 2015). The generated models offered a tool for calculating the actual sow 
removal risks for any given period and combination of characteristics of interest.
4.2	 Production	systems
All Finnish piglet producing farms were eligible to participate in a survey regarding sow 
management and housing conditions in 2014 (II). After an extensive publicity campaign 
and in-person contacts, 43 farms finally agreed upon farm visits. The sample encompassed 
a diversity of piglet producing farms, including family-managed as well as expanded, 
larger-scale commercial farms run jointly by several farmers. These farms were scattered 
across Finland apart from the northernmost areas.  
Primary farm level data for the study were gathered during farm visits through 
face-to-face interviews and an evaluation of the production facilities. A questionnaire to 
structure the interview and a detailed checklist for observations and measurements in each 
production unit, breeding, gestation and farrowing, were designed. Data were initially 
recorded on paper sheets and as Microsoft Word documents, extracted as raw data by 
means of macros into Excel spreadsheets, merged and further processed and analysed using 
the open source statistical software RStudio and its packages for multivariate exploratory 
data analysis (Lê et al., 2008; Kassambara & Mundt, 2017). 
Finally, a data set of 114 farm descriptors was obtained after exclusion of variables with 
missing information, too little or too much variability or without relevant information for 
the scope of the study. Among these variables the most representative ones, on the basis of 
their estimated contribution in characterizing the farms, were selected using a previously 
introduced stepwise selection method (Lê et al., 2008; Lana et al., 2017).
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Farm typology construction is a process of classification, description, comparison and 
interpretation on the basis of selected criteria (Bailey, 1994). In this study (II), the final 
data set of farm descriptors was used to provide a simplified representation of the data, 
and explanation of the relationships among them. To structure the diversity across farming 
systems, the principles of multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) were followed (Lê et al., 
2008; Greenacre, 2010; Greenacre, 2017). Thereafter, a hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA) 
was carried out on the obtained MCA solution (Husson et al., 2010). Finally, the typologies 
were defined as a specific combination of multiple variables after variable distribution 
comparisons (Husson et al., 2010).
Registration of livestock is regulated both through application of Finnish and EU 
legislation (Council Directive 2008/71/EC, 2008). Each animal owner is obligated to report 
the monthly animal inventories and their changes three times a year to the National Swine 
Registry, administered by the national authority, the Finnish Food Safety Authority. Pig 
registration data for the study farms were obtained from this centralized database (II).
To benchmark the current national removal levels, culling and on-farm mortality 
(spontaneous death and euthanasia) percentages for 2014 were computed. The total 
number of animals sent for slaughter or which died on-farm was divided by the average 
of the reported monthly sow inventories. The overall removal percentage was defined as 
a summation of the obtained percentages. To link different levels of removal with farm 
descriptors the continuous figures were dichotomized using three threshold values: 30% 
(C_30), median (C_med) and 50% (C_50) for culling and 5% (M_5), median (M_med) and 
15% (M_15) for mortality. All these binary variables took the value of 1 if they exceeded the 
threshold and 0 otherwise. 
In order to recognize the potential associations between sow removal and farm 
descriptors, the constructed MCA was supplemented with the dichotomized removal 
figures (Greenacre, 2017). The obtained farm typologies were also compared by their 
removal patterns.
4.3	 Economic	model	and	optimization
Inclusion of large amounts of data from different sources improves models so they better 
represent real on-farm production circumstances ( Plà, 2007; Rushton, 2009). Therefore, 
the data for this study (III) came from several different sources. The original model was 
formulated using a dataset obtained from the Finnish Animal Breeding Association (Faba), 
consisting of animal level data on productivity and genetics from 31,949 litters born in 
2002 (Niemi et al., 2010). The model was calibrated using a subset of data collected for 
study I with 18,753 sows in production in 2014 to account for litter size development and 
adjust removal rates. The parameter values for the diseases, e.g. prevalence, and effects 
on performance and survival, were retrieved from a former pig research station database 
with detailed recordings on performance, health, morbidity and treatments. Biological 
parameters including gestation length, weaning to oestrus interval, conception rate 
and weaning age were based on existing information collected from farms and relevant 
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literature. The expenses, e.g. those related to feeds, insemination, sow replacement and 
labour, were based on national statistics and information acquired from commercial farms. 
The direct costs of treatments were estimated as an average cost per task. Veterinary care 
according to the national scheme for herd health management, labour to conduct the 
diagnosis, administration and cost of treatment were considered.
An existing stochastic dynamic optimization sow herd model, as described by Niemi 
(2010), was updated and modified to include two of the most common clinical entities 
that have a reasonable basis for influencing removal decision: postpartum dysgalactia 
syndrome (PDS/PPDS) and locomotory diseases. They occur frequently in commercial 
piglet producing herds and cause productivity losses, elevated mortality, increased labour 
requirements, treatment costs and premature sow removal. PDS/PPDS also may have long-
term negative effects on fertility (Peltoniemi et al., 2016). From an economic perspective, 
these production diseases lower the profit margins, and also impair animal welfare and 
cause unnecessary suffering (Dijkhuizen et al., 1989; Anil et al., 2009; Maes et al., 2010; 
Heinonen et al., 2013; Pluym et al., 2013; Cador et al., 2014; Pendl et al., 2017; Pluym et al., 
2017). 
In the model, the objective function maximizes the sow space unit returns over a given 
decision horizon by optimizing the voluntary replacement decision. It impacts both the 
current and future costs and returns, and thus it is important to account for both. Decisions 
are optimized on the condition that sufficient production capacity is allocated to each 
production stage. 
A sow is represented as a production unit in the model. A schematic representation 
in Figure 2 shows a sow passing through different discrete stages during her life in a cyclic 
manner until she is replaced by a new parity one sow that restarts the same process. In 
the dynamic system, each stage is hierarchically associated with three states that describe 
observable characteristics of a sow and impact the decision: parity number, performance as 
piglet yield and occurrence of disease.  The next state of a sow is not known with certainty. 
It is affected by the current state, the probability of being diseased and the probability of 
survival to the next stage. The dynamic system solves these multistage problems sequentially 
by making decisions at each stage and simulating returns. By including a disease state in the 
model, the negative effects associated with impaired health, such as lowered production, 
are addressed. The maximized expected returns on investment given a specific production 
technology are computed.
4.3.1 Scenarios
After running the baseline scenario (1.), what-if scenarios for demonstration purposes 
were conducted to assess the magnitude of the effects of diseases, removal and treatment 
costs. Simulation was run for scenarios 1 through 9. Thereafter, a sensitivity analysis in 
response to a farm’s average replacement rate was conducted. Each of the nine scenarios 
was simulated with an increased removal rate to resemble a herd where sow longevity is 
generally poorer than in the standard simulation focusing on a typical herd.
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1.  Baseline scenario reflecting herds from which the data  were derived. 
The incidence of PDS/PPDS is 
2. reduced by 50% from the baseline scenario.
3. set at 0 (reduced by 100% from the baseline scenario).
The incidence of locomotory disorders is 
4. reduced by 50% from the baseline scenario.
5. set at 0 (reduced by 100% from the baseline scenario).
The incidence of PDS/PPDS and locomotory disorders 
6. are set at 0.
The probability of removing the sow is 
7. decreased by 0.1 (10%) from the baseline scenario.
8. is increased by 0.1 (10%) from the baseline scenario.
Treatment costs of sows suffering from either disease 
9. is doubled from the baseline scenario.
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5 RESULTS
Studies I and II provide descriptions for the population dynamics and current sow 
farming systems. Study III describes the relationship between sow removal, health status, 
productivity level and the economic importance thereof. Only the main findings of the 
studies are presented below. A more detailed review of the results can be found from the 
original publications coupled with supplementary material (I) reproduced at the end of this 
thesis. 
5.1	 Population	characteristics
5.1.1 Sow productivity
The production characteristics of the current population as piglets born in total and the 
number of stillborn are presented in Table 2 (I). The cohort-specific farrowing is the most 
recent one, i.e. for cohort 8 the most recent farrowing was the eighth, occurring in the 
enrolment period from July 1, 2013 to June 30, 2014, whereas the first farrowing of cohort 8 
members occurred seven cycles earlier. 
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Table 2. Descriptive productivity statistics (mean, (SD)) by cohort (vertical) and parity cycle 
(horizontal). Cohort is defined as a group of Finnish sows starting the same parity 
cycle (1 through 8) over the enrolment period of 1st July, 2013 through 30th June, 2014. 
Preceding baseline performance data across all parity cycles before the enrolment 
period were collected from existing records and linked with cohort specific ones. 
The most recent farrowing of each cohort is bold (adapted from Bergman et al., 
Preventive Veterinary Medicine, 159, 30-39, 2018).
Cohort
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
n1 17379 13605 11547 9783 7637 5700 3795 2066
1st litter piglets 
born 13.7 (3.5) 13.5 (3.4) 13.6 (3.2) 13.5 (3.2) 13.4 (3.2) 13.2 (3.1) 13.1 (3.0) 12.9 (2.9)
1stlitter stillborn 0.88 (1.4) 0.83 (1.3) 0.85 (1.3) 0.84 (1.3) 0.82 (1.3) 0.76 (1.2) 0.73 (1.1) 0.70 (1.1)
2nd litter piglets 
born 14.2 (3.6) 14.1 (3.5) 14.3 (3.4) 14.3 (3.4) 14.2 (3.4) 14.0 (3.3) 13.7 (3.2)
2nd litter stillborn 0.88 (1.4) 0.81 (1.2) 0.79 (1.2) 0.76 (1.2) 0.73 (1.1) 0.71 (1.1) 0.64 (1.0)
3rd litter piglets 
born 15.1 (3.6) 15.2 (3.4) 15.4 (3.4) 15.3 (3.4) 15.1 (3.3) 14.9 (3.2)
3rd litter stillborn 1.14 (1.6) 1.03 (1.4) 1.02 (1.4) 0.98 (1.3) 0.93 (1.3) 0.87 (1.2)
4th litter piglets 
born 15.4 (3.7) 15.5 (3.5) 15.6 (3.4) 15.5 (3.4) 15.3 (3.3)
4th litter stillborn 1.41 (1.8) 1.28 (1.6) 1.23 (1.5) 1.15 (1.4) 1.05 (1.3)
5th litter piglets 
born 15.2 (3.6) 15.4 (3.5) 15.4 (3.4) 15.3 (3.3)
5th litter stillborn 1.51 (1.8) 1.37 (1.6) 1.34 (1.6) 1.23 (1.5)
6th litter piglets 
born 15.0 (3.7) 15.0 (3.5) 15.1 (3.3)
6th litter stillborn 1.74 (2.0) 1.50 (1.7) 1.35 (1.6)
7th litter piglets 
born 14.5 (3.7) 14.7 (3.5)
7th litter stillborn 1.72 (1.9) 1.41 (1.6)
8th litter piglets 
born 14.0 (3.8)
8th litter stillborn 1.67 (1.9)
1Number of sows in total 
5.1.2	 Litter	size	development
An outline of productivity development over recent years and across the productive life of a 
sow is demonstrated in Figure 3. The parity cycle specific average litter sizes are illustrated 
as different point shapes above one another, representing the change over time, whereas the 
similar point shapes from left to right demonstrate the biological productivity development 
as a sow ages from the first to the eighth farrowing.
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5.1.3	 Removal	risk
5.1.3.1 Parity cycle removal risk
The proportion of sows failing to produce another litter and the cumulative stayability are 
illustrated as a flowchart (Fig. 4). In total, approximately 60% of the sows survived beyond 
their third farrowing. The best sows in the sample stayed in production for more than eight 
parity cycles, and the oldest had farrowed 21 times. 
Results
Figure 3 The numbers of piglets born in total in each parity cycle from the first to the eighth 
(x-axis) and for each cohort (the different point shapes and coloured lines as described 
in the legend box). Cohort is defined as a group of Finnish sows starting the same 
parity cycle (1 through 8) over the enrolment period of 1st July, 2013 through 30th 
June, 2014. The litter sizes of the sows belonging to the same cohort contributed to 
the group means. The entire performance histories until the cohort specific farrowing 
were considered. The horizontal broken line represents the overall average litter size.
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Figure 4 The proportion of sows (percentages (95%confidence intervals)) failing to pro-
duce another litter (removal) and the cumulative stayability (on the right) in a 
sample of Finnish sows starting the same parity cycle (PC) 1 through 8 over the 
study enrolment period of 1st July, 2013 through 30th June, 2014. Parity specific 
removal risks were defined as the number of removed sows divided by the num-
ber of sows starting that cycle x 100. Stayability was defined as the proportion of 
previously survived sows multiplied by the probability of survival at that parity. 
Results
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5.1.3.2	 Removal	patterns	
From 71,512 initiated cycles from the first to the eighth, a total of 15,128 culminated in 
removal. Figure 5 provides temporal information as to when during the cycle removal 
occurred and demonstrates differences across parities. The profiles represent the percentage 
distributions of all removals as days from the last farrowing to removal. Time periods 
post farrowing were also included as risk factors in the models.  Detailed parity-specific 
risk estimates are provided in the supplementary material of publication I, reproduced at 
the end of this thesis. According to Finnish legislation, sows should nurse for at least 28 
days, before which weaning should not occur (Animal Welfare Act 247/1996: Government 
Decree 15.12.2012/629, 2012).
A negative linear relationship between parity count and the mean days from farrowing 
to removal was recorded: the mean (median) times from parturition to exit was 65 (41) 
days, but varied across parities from 74 (62) in the first to 42 and 47 (34, 34) in the eighth 
and seventh parities, respectively. 
Figure 5 Percentage removal distributions calculated as (removals occurring in a 
time step/all removals) × 100 separately for each commenced parity cycle 
1 through 8 over the study enrolment period of 1st July, 2013 through 30th 
June, 2014. The broken vertical lines represent the parity-specific mean 
times from the last farrowing to exit. 
Results
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5.1.3.2 Risk factors
Parity specific crude removal risks for sows having had a small first litter (<11 piglets) were 
greater than for sows having farrowed a medium sized (12-15) or large (>15) first litter 
in parities 1 through 5. However, the difference was significant only in the low parities 
(p<0.05). The impact of a small second litter was more evident than that of a small first 
litter – sows having farrowed a second litter with fewer than 11 piglets were most likely 
removed compared to other sows (p<0.05). The phenomenon persisted until the seventh 
parity. 
In concordance, the model estimates indicated a protective effect of a medium or large 
first and second litter compared with the baseline (small litter size). The largest effect was 
demonstrated for parity two sows that had produced a large litter: a sow with a second 
litter of 17 piglets or more was less likely to be removed than a sow farrowing 10 piglets or 
fewer (RR=0.58, 95% CI: 0.5-0.68). All detailed parity-specific estimates are provided in the 
supplementary material of publication I, reproduced at the end of this thesis. 
Furthermore, the model estimates demonstrated that the size of the most recent litter, 
i.e. the cohort-specific one, had a strong effect on the risk of removal within each parity. 
The largest litters decreased the risk the most. The greatest effect appeared among the fifth 
parity sows – a sow with a large fifth litter of more than 16 piglets had only approximately 
one-third of the removal risk (RR=0.37, 95% CI: 0.31-0.43) of a sow farrowing fewer than 
12 piglets.
The numbers of stillborn piglets in the low parities were also linked to the removal 
risk in several subsequent parities. Two or more dead piglets increased the removal risk 
compared with sows that produced solely viable piglets until the sixth parity. 
5.2	 Production	systems
5.2.1	 Multiple	correspondence	analysis	(MCA)
Figure 6 presents the multiple correspondence (MCA) solution for the most informative 
variable categories to characterize the farms. The two-dimensional display uncovers variable 
Results
Figure 6 Multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) graph of the farm descriptors supplemented 
with different levels of removal. It shows the relations between management practices 
and housing conditions (gradient-coloured) and the dichotomized (0/1) removal 
levels (in black) of culling <30% (C_30), <median (C_med) and <50% (C_50) and 
mortality <5% (M_5), <median (M_med) and <15% (M_15)  in 43 farms in Finland, 
2014. The two perpendicular coordinate axes are referred to as Dim1 (x) and Dim2 
(y). To interpret the graph, the violet coloured categories are considered to make 
the strongest contributions, whereas the orange ones the least, and the points close 
together in the same quadrants along a similar direction from the centroid are 
indicative of possible associations. The acronyms of the farm variable categories are 
specified in Table 1 in article II, reproduced at the end of this thesis (adapted from 
Bergman et al, Porcine Health Management, 5:12, 2019).
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relationships. In the graph, subjects with many frequent variable categories are located near 
the origin of the dimensions, whereas the further a category lies from the origin, the greater 
the deviation is from the expected, or from the sample average pattern.
The first dimension accounted for 20.5% of the variance and was best described by 
the number of sows per caretaker and herd size. Characteristic variables of the dimension 
were also the ones capturing information about the flooring, the use of bedding material 
and room size in the breeding unit. Moreover, the type of flooring, the use of bedding and 
nesting materials in the farrowing unit and the use of bedding material in the gestation unit 
and space allowance were also characteristic of the dimension.
The second dimension accounted for 10.9% of the variance and was best described 
by variables that were mainly related to gestation: use of bedding and rooting materials, 
manure management, group size and flooring. This dimension was also partly described by 
the use of farrowing induction.
The dichotomized removal figures: 30% (C_30: C_30_0/C_30_1), median (C_med) 
and 50% (C_50) for culling and 5% (M_5), median (M_med) and 15% (M_15) for 
mortality were added to the MCA graph to provide visualization of their distribution along 
the dimensions. They can be interpreted by their co-location with the farm descriptors. The 
variables representing culling below the median or 30% are in the lower right quadrant, 
whereas the ones above 30%, the median and 50% are all located in the upper left quadrant. 
The coordinates of the variables representing the increasing levels of mortality shift 
gradually from the positive to the negative side of the first dimension.
5.2.2	 Removal	figures
In 2014, the average overall sow removal percentage in the study sample was 47.7% (95% CI: 
43.3-52.2), of which 38% (95% CI: 34.1-42.0) were sent to slaughter and 9.7% (95% CI: 7.9-
11.5) died on-farm. Figure 7 illustrates the overall percentages as well as the comparisons 
for the farm clusters.
5.2.3	 Farm	clustering	and	their	typology	characteristics
MCA was used as a pre-processing step for classification purposes (Husson et al., 2010)
(II). The solution was introduced to hierarchical cluster analysis (HCA). Based on the level 
of similarity within and between members, the analysis revealed 3 farm clusters. The farm 
typology characterisation was based on these clusters and tested by comparing variable 
distributions (hypergeometric test) to identify over-represented or under-represented sub-
categories in the sample (Husson et al., 2010).
CLUSTER 1 with the highest levels of removal
Herds in cluster 1 were most frequently large, having more than 635 sows (p<0.01) with 
more sows per caretaker (p<0.01). Large room sizes were mostly favoured both in the 
breeding (p<0.05) and gestation units (p<0.05), where also higher stocking density was 
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Results
Figure 7 Boxplots showing median (central thick lines), 25 and 75% quartile ranges around 
the median (box width) and mean (diamond) of the three separate removal figures 
(removal, culling and mortality) for the entire sample (dark grey) and each farm 
typology (1 in red, 2 in green and 3 in light grey). (adapted from Bergman et al., 
Porcine Health Management, 5:12, 2019)
 
most common (p<0.01). The sows in these farms were also most likely to have smaller 
farrowing pens (p<0.01).
The use of a combined breeding and gestation units was hardly ever observed in cluster 
1 farms (p<0.01). Invariably, locked stalls were used in the breeding unit (p<0.01). 
The floor was never completely solid in either the breeding unit (p<0.01) or the 
farrowing pens (p<0.05). More than 20% slatted floors in the gestation unit were commonly 
observed (p<0.01), and manure was mostly managed as slurry (p<0.01) in these farms. 
An inadequate amount of bedding material predominated in the breeding (p<0.01) and 
gestation units (p<0.01) as well as farrowing pens (p<0.05) compared with the other two 
clusters. In addition, dirtier pens were more likely to be observed in the cluster 1 breeding 
(p<0.05) and gestation units (p<0.01).
In cluster 1 the average culling percentage was 42.3% (95% CI: 36.7–47.8) and 
mortality 11.6% (95% CI: 8.9–14.3). Considering the various dichotomized threshold 
levels, it was observed that farms from this cluster most frequently had culling levels above 
30% (p<0.05) and the overall sample median (p<0.05) as well as mortality levels above all 
the investigated levels (p<0.05) compared with clusters 2 and 3. In particular, the overall 
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frequency of on-farm mortality above 15% across the whole sample was 18.6%.  Altogether 
87.5% of the farms exceeding this level of 15% belonged to cluster 1 and 37.5% of the farms 
in cluster 1.
CLUSTER 2 with the lowest levels of mortality
Cluster 2 farms did not differ significantly from the others in terms of size, but an 
intermediate number of sows per caretaker, i.e. 58-147, was most common (p<0.05). Larger 
breeding and intermediate gestation unit room sizes and larger gestation sow group sizes 
(>10 sows) were common, but the differences were not significant. A very common feature 
of this cluster was to have more space in the gestation unit for the sows (p<0.01), and more 
than half of these farms also had larger farrowing pens compared with the farms of the 
other clusters (p<0.05).
As in the cluster 1 farms, locked stalls were mostly used in the breeding unit also in 
cluster 2 farms.
A solid floor in the gestation unit characterized cluster 2 farms (p<0.01) and manure 
was most often managed dry (p<0.01). Furthermore, these farms were the most frequent 
users of a lot of bedding material in the breeding (p<0.05) and gestation units (p<0.01), 
where the most frequent use of a lot of rooting material was also recorded (p<0.01). 
Gestation pens were hardly ever evaluated as being dirty (p<0.05). 
With the mortality percentage of 6.1 (95% CI: 3.3-8.9) this cluster differed significantly 
from cluster 1 (p<0.05). Considering the dichotomized thresholds across the clusters, 
cluster 2 farms were most likely to have their mortality levels both under the entire sample 
median, and also under 5% (p<0.05). In total, 16.3% of all the farms succeeded in keeping 
their on-farm mortality below the 5% level. Altogether 57.1% of these farms belonged to 
cluster 2 and 40.0% of the farms in cluster 2 remained below the 5% mortality level.  
CLUSTER 3 with the lowest levels of culling
Most of the farms in cluster 3 were smaller housing fewer than 103 sows (p<0.01) and had 
on average fewer sows per caretaker (< 58 sows) (p<0.01). It was most usual to keep the 
gestating sows in rooms smaller than 50 animals (p<0.01) as well as in groups smaller than 
11 sows (p<0.05). 
The use of combined breeding and gestation units was common (p<0.01). Trough 
feeding was most common (p<0.05). The four distinct gestation unit types (group housing 
with electronic transponders, pens without stalls with trough feeding, pens with stalls or 
locked stalls) were mainly uniformly distributed across the sample farms, apart from pens 
without stalls, which were mostly common in cluster 3 farms (p<0.05).
Induced parturition was hardly ever used on these farms (p<0.05) and the use of 
oxytocin during farrowing was least frequently reported. 
Farm personnel seemed most active in providing at least some bedding (p<0.05), a lot 
of rooting (p<0.01) and a lot of nesting materials in the farrowing pens (p<0.01). 
With an average culling of 26.3% (95% CI: 21.5-31.2) the cluster differed statistically 
significantly from clusters 1 (p<0.01) and 2 (p<0.01). In concordance, these farms differed 
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from the other farms in having dichotomized culling levels most often under 30% and the 
overall sample median (p<0.05). Only one farm had its culling percentage exceeding the 
overall sample median. The overall frequency of culling below the level of 30% was 32.6%. 
Altogether 50% of farms below 30% culling level belonged to cluster 3. Of cluster 3 farms, 
66.7% were associated with culling levels below 30%. 
With an average mortality percentage of 8.7% (95% CI: 4.9-12.4) this cluster did not 
differ significantly from the other two. However, more than half of the farms in this cluster 
had their on-farm mortality levels under the overall sample median and only one exceeded 
the 15% level. 
5.3	 Economic	model	
5.3.1 Lifetime performance
The overall lifetime productivity as a result of each of the different simulation scenarios 
assessing the magnitude of the effects of diseases, removal and treatment costs is presented 
in Table 3. In the baseline scenario, on average, a sow produced 3.48 litters. Across the 
what-if scenarios, the mean parity fluctuated between 2.3 and 4.56 and the numbers of 
lifetime weaned and sold piglets were 45.7 and 44.2 at their highest, respectively.
Table 3. Lifetime piglet yield (number of weaned and sold piglets) and expected number 
of litters produced per sow, according to the dynamic programming model for the 
standard simulation baseline scenario and eight what-if scenarios. Each of the nine 
scenarios was repeated with an increased removal rate to resemble a herd with a 
poorer longevity compared to the standard (sensitivity analysis). The maximum 
productivity values are (scenario 7) bold and in blue whereas the lowest values 
(scenario 8) are bold and in red (adapted from Niemi et al., Frontiers in Veterinary 
Medicine, 2017).
Scenarios Standard simulation Sensitivity analysis
Piglets 
sold
Piglets 
weaned
Number 
of litters
Piglets 
sold
Piglets 
weaned
Number 
of litters
1) Baseline 34.0 35.1 3.48 29.1 30.1 2.90
2) PDS/PPDS −50% 35.4 36.6 3.62 30.2 31.2 3.00
3) PDS/PPDS −100% 36.8 38.1 3.76 31.4 32.4 3.10
4) Locomotory disorders −50% 34.6 35.8 3.54 29.6 30.6 3.00
5) Locomotory disorders −100% 35.2 36.4 3.61 30.1 31.1 3.00
6) PDS/PPDS,
locomotory disorders −100%
38.1 39.3 3.88 32.5 33.5 3.30
7) Probability of removal − 10% 44.2 45.7 4.56 37.3 38.6 3.80
8) Probability of removal + 10% 26.8 27.7 2.72 23.3 24.1 2.30
9) Treatment costs doubled 34.1 35.2 3.49 29.1 30.1 2.90
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5.3.2 Production capacity requirements
The results concerning the optimal decision based on litter size varied among the what-if 
scenarios, as illustrated in Figure 8 for a subset of them. According to the baseline, a sow 
needed to produce a litter of at least six piglets in the seventh and of 12 in the eighth parity 
cycle to remain in the herd, whereas with a lower probability of removal larger litter sizes 
were required. In contrast, with a higher probability of removal, i.e. poorer herd longevity, 
sows with lower productivity levels had to be kept in the herd. 
Figure 8 The minimum litter size (by parity number) that a sow must exceed in order to 
remain in the herd, according to five standard what-if scenarios simulated using the 
dynamic programming model. PDS/PPDS, postpartum dysgalactia syndrome. (from 
Niemi et al., Frontiers in Veterinary Medicine, 2017)
5.3.3 Economic consequences 
Figure 9 (left) shows the expected return on fixed costs per sow space unit, i.e. the expected 
value of current and replacement sows over the entire decision horizon of a farm. The return 
was €3,962 for a sow space unit in the baseline scenario. It was €279 and €110 higher after 
elimination of PDS/PPDS and locomotory diseases, respectively. It was also demonstrated 
that the 10% change in the removal rate caused the most significant changes among the 
scenarios which were analysed. The changes in treatment prices also affected the expected 
returns. Sensitivity analysis accounting for a generally poorer longevity revealed that the 
results were sensitive for removal rate: the returns were lower and the corresponding 
disease effects were more evident (Figure 9, right). 
Results
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Results
Figure 9 Return on fixed costs as euros per sow space unit simulated by the dynamic program-
ming model. The results based on the standard simulation baseline scenario and eight 
what-if scenarios are presented on the left. In the sensitivity analysis, each of the nine 
scenarios was repeated with an increased removal rate to resemble a herd with a poorer 
longevity, replacement decision were solved and corresponding returns computed, on 
the right. PDS/PPDS, postpartum dysgalactia syndrome. (from Niemi et al., Frontiers in 
Veterinary Medicine, 2017).
Per affected sow, the losses caused by diseases were €300-470 and €290-330 for PDS/PPDS 
and locomotory disorders, respectively. The corresponding losses in total for an average 
sized herd of 469 sows in the 2014 data set approximated to €11,000€ annually. Expanding 
the perspective to national level yielded a rough estimate of annual losses of 2 to 4 million 
euros because of PDS/PPDS and locomotory disorders in Finland.
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6 DISCUSSION
Herd sizes have been increasing, income margins narrowing and production environments 
changing rapidly. Current pig breeding places increasing demands on farmers’ overall 
management skills. Sow removal is a complex phenomenon influenced by several factors. 
Finding the right balance between keeping a herd young enough with a good health status 
while maintaining a desired number of productive sows is a continuous everyday challenge. 
Excessive removal is costly and can partly explain the profound difference between a farm’s 
failure and success. There is an urgent need for accurate information for management 
support. 
We anticipated to generate fresh figures on sow removal under current Finnish 
production conditions. Additionally, we aimed to provide more insight into the discussion 
on replacement, the existing possibilities and potential factors involved in the selection of 
animals to the long-surviving ones. We also questioned the prominent role of quantitative 
measures in piglet production and investigated the dissimilarities across farming systems. 
Moreover, we assessed the economic value of improved animal health and removal. 
ϲ͘ϭ YƵĂŶƟĨǇŝŶŐƌĞŵŽǀĂůĮŐƵƌĞƐƚŽƉƌŽǀŝĚĞĂƌĞĨĞƌĞŶĐĞ
Herd turnover and mortality in particular are two of the animal-based measures reflecting 
wellbeing, morbidity and mortality on-farm (Ortiz-Pelaez et al., 2008; Welfare Quality®, 
2009; Alvasen et al., 2014a; Thomsen & Houe, 2018; Oie, 2019). However, to our knowledge, 
no national benchmark figures for sow removal exist. We established a baseline for culling 
and mortality in an evidence-based, well-studied fashion (II). Our figures were retrieved 
from regular, mandatory recordings. For the animal inventories a more precise approach 
considering the monthly animal inventories to average herd sizes was used to improve the 
quality of the estimates (Fetrow et al., 2006).
Secondary animal registration data proved useful for research purposes to quantify 
removal levels at the herd and national levels. These data may also be suitable for 
multidimensional animal welfare monitoring (Ortiz-Pelaez et al., 2008; Thomsen & Houe, 
2018). However, in this project we were able to retrieve estimates for removal only for 12 
months. Any trends appearing would require continuous monitoring to detect unusual 
patterns, to identify problem herds and to improve the survey of the national course in 
culling and on-farm mortality (Alvasen et al., 2014b). 
The average culling and mortality over the 12-month monitoring period accorded with 
published internationally reported averages (Engblom et al., 2007; Koketsu, 2007a; Sasaki 
& Koketsu, 2008a; Jensen et al., 2012; Masaka et al., 2014; Tani et al., 2018). In line with 
previous reports, large differences were observed in our study population also, implying 
that it is conceivable to strive for and reach certain specified targets. As an example, some 
farms did succeed in keeping their removal levels below 5% (II). In addition, the currently 
sought target levels for replacement are likely to be reconsidered in the near future due 
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to various production constraints, environmental issues and animal welfare objectives 
(Honeyman, 1996; EFSA, 2007; Gerber et al., 2013; FAO, 2016; European Comission, 2018). 
The inability to compare culling and mortality studies due to inconsistent use of 
terminology and methods complicates the interpretation of any removal results. The 
means for calculating and reporting removal rates at parity, herd and national levels differ 
(Fetrow et al., 2006; Jensen et al., 2012; Knage-Rasmussen et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2019). 
A long term, nation-wide benchmarking of removal on mutually agreed terms would be 
practical to demonstrate and monitor replacement management. It might also be suitable 
for multidimensional and among-countries comparative animal-welfare evaluation.
ϲ͘Ϯ WƌŽůŝĮĐĂĐǇĂŶĚŝƚƐĚĞǀĞůŽƉŵĞŶƚ
Multidisciplinary research over recent decades has accelerated the breeding of highly 
prolific sows (Southwood & Kennedy, 1991; Estany & Sorensen, 1995; Merks et al., 2000; 
Marantidis et al., 2013). Various novel management practices have further enabled the 
increased efficiency of reproduction in breeding herds (Koketsu et al., 2006; Koketsu, 
2007b; Heim et al., 2012; Baxter et al., 2013; Koketsu et al., 2017). Our results show that this 
also holds true for the Finnish sow population (I). 
We quantified the average current sow production levels to help in considering further 
targets and to provide a reference against which future development could be compared. 
On average, at an individual animal level, the productivity was already relatively high with 
an average litter size of 14.65 (± 0.5) in the entire study population. Over a time period 
that corresponds with seven parity cycles of a sow, an increase from parity one prolificacy 
level of 12.9 to almost 14 piglets was observed. A recent study by Hasan et al. (2019) with 
a limited number of Finnish farms and litters of average mature sows indicated that litter 
sizes are continuously increasing. They reported mean numbers of piglets born in total 
ranging from 14.6 to 17.1. In turn, Serenius et al. (2003) presented results from Finnish 
sows born between 1985 and 1999. In comparison with this past litter information showing 
prolificacy of 10.4 and 10.8 piglets for first parity Landrace and Finnish Large White 
females, respectively, there has been an increase in first litter size of approximately three 
piglets (Serenius et al. 2003). 
However, we found the largest, biology-based differences in production capacity 
across parities (I). Piglet yield exceeded 15 already in the third farrowing, but to realize 
the full performance potential in terms of litter size, a sow would need to reach her fourth 
parity. Even thereafter, the litter size only gradually started to decline. However, our data 
indicated that the genetic potential in the most recent cohorts could not be fully exploited. 
The observed increase in early litter sizes was not associated with a consistent increase in 
subsequent parities according to the biological productivity. 
Low, i.e. first and second parity, litter sizes have been shown to be associated with 
subsequent parity and lifetime performance, potentially improved reproductive fitness as 
well as stayability (Sasaki et al., 2011; Iida & Koketsu, 2015; Iida et al., 2015; Andersson et 
al., 2016; Gruhot, 2017b). In line, our results indicated that larger litters tended to reduce the 
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risk of removal compared to the smallest ones (I). However, high level of involuntary culling 
due to other common reasons, e.g. reproduction and locomotory disorders, complicate the 
implementation of any predetermined selection on performance level (Engblom, 2008). 
Our modelling study also pointed out that litter size could be emphasized more if the overall 
removal rate was reduced and sow health improved, because at a lower overall removal rate, 
the sow needed to produce larger litters to stay in the herd (III). Thus, limited opportunities 
to make decision to cull young sows based on inadequate performance and differences in 
voluntary replacement criteria, farm-specific perceptions and production goals may partly 
explain the hardly noticeable improvements in litter size in later parity cycles. Furthermore, 
it is also known that sow productivity, especially litter size, can vary substantially and can 
be markedly influenced by management, feeding regimen, housing factors and potentially 
season (Lawlor & Lynch, 2007; Iida et al., 2015).
Increased litter sizes have been preferred and considered as an important and positive 
overall change (Koketsu, 2007a; Iida & Koketsu, 2015; Iida et al., 2015; Koketsu et al., 2017). 
However, along with the genetic improvement in trait performance, various correlated 
responses have been emerging (Roehe, 1999; Merks, 2000; Roehe & Kalm, 2000; Lund et 
al., 2002; Milligan et al., 2002; Canario et al., 2006; Hellbrügge et al., 2008; Rutherford et 
al., 2013). There is a wealth of evidence that increased fertility is a greater burden for the 
sow both during pregnancy and thereafter while nursing, and it is coupled with offspring 
related problems (Roehe, 1999; Lund et al., 2002; Quiniou et al., 2002; Rekiel et al., 2014). 
Andersen et al. (2011) suggested based on their behavioural study that considering sibling 
competition, piglet survival and development, 10–11 piglets likely reflect the upper limit 
that the domestic sow is capable of properly caring for. Therefore, lactation management 
including nursing and fostering techniques to improve piglet survival is an everyday 
challenge in high performance herds (Baxter et al., 2013; Ferrari et al., 2014; Alexopoulos 
et al., 2018). In particular, basic husbandry routines, monitoring and housing aspects in 
early lactation must be carefully addressed (Koketsu et al., 2006; Alonso-Spilsbury et al., 
2007). Nonetheless, along with this equalisation of the litter sizes, stress is induced both 
by separation and introduction to sows and piglets and the population is exposed to an 
increased amount of pathogen transfer (Robert & Martineau, 2001; Baxter et al., 2013; 
Rutherford et al., 2013). 
Understanding parity differences in performance of sows and consequences of high 
prolificacy is important when making replacement decisions, controlling herd age structure 
and especially when tailoring nursing-related management protocols to ensure sufficient 
overall production to meet the farm-specific targets. 
ϲ͘Ϯ ĂƌůǇƐŽǁƌĞŵŽǀĂů
Indisputably, targeted selection strategies have succeeded in making sows more prolific. At 
the same time, we demonstrated culling of these improved sows on commercial farms from 
15 to 17% in low parities: one in six young sows had been considered unfit for further 
production, meaning that less than 60% of the initiating gilt inventory made it through 
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the third parity cycle to farrow a fourth litter (I).  The proportion of removed first parity 
sows was even higher in the research farm dataset used in study III, where after the first 
farrowing 25% of sows were removed from the herd. The highest overall percentage of 
treated sows and removal rate after treatment was also found at the first parity.
A comparison between studies is hardly possible. Mostly, the parity-specific removal is 
described as a proportion of all culls regardless of the size of the original animal inventory 
(Engblom et al., 2007; Segura-Correa et al., 2011; Masaka et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2019). 
This is probably due to the difficulty of retrieving information on the specific numbers of 
productive animals and herd-specific parity distribution. We reported the parity specific 
wastage, the number of sows removed during a particular cycle commenced during a short 
period of time (one year) divided by the number of sows at the start of that cycle, to better 
highlight current problem areas as also suggested by Koketsu (2007a) and Houška (2009). 
The observed levels in our study accorded with Andersson et al. (2016) who reported the 
removal in a comparable manner in another Fenno-Scandinavian sow population. Greater 
first parity removal percentages (exceeding 20%) were also reported earlier (Dagorn & 
Aumaitre, 1979; Dijkhuizen et al., 1989; Koketsu, 2007a). In contrast, a skilfully detailed 
study on Spanish sows reported slightly lower early removal rates. However, the data set 
was constructed differently and stratification on pregnancy status was used (Tani et al., 
2018). 
The high sow turnover in low parities results, paradoxically, in an even younger 
population (Houška, 2009). Gilts and younger sows are shown to have poorer performance, 
lower reproductive fitness and they often accumulate high number of non-productive days. 
High proportion of low parity sows suffer from and are culled due to various reproductive 
reasons (Lucia Jr et al., 2000; Tummaruk et al., 2000; Engblom et al., 2008b; Hoving, 2012; 
Ferrari et al., 2014; Craig et al., 2017). In our study, more days from farrowing to removal 
and smaller litter sizes were observed to be associated with low parity sows (I). Research 
has also indicated that first parity piglets are not only lighter at birth but worsened 
preweaning growth rates have also been demonstrated (Miller et al., 2008). Greater disease 
susceptibility, medication rates, mortality and poorer future performance have also been 
documented (Mabry, 2016; Craig et al., 2017). Studies have not been able to prove fostering 
of first parity progeny on to multiparous sows or provision of supplemental milk to improve 
growth and survival, i.e. these piglets continue to lag behind (Miller et al., 2012). 
From one economic point of view, replacements due to first and second parity 
removals have been considered unprofitable investments because the positive net value is 
not obtained (Stalder et al., 2003; Sasaki et al., 2012). A recent American study estimated 
that better longevity and retaining sows into their later parities (5 through 9) increased the 
financial returns from piglet producing herds (Gruhot et al., 2017a). We also concluded 
based on our economic simulation that a healthy sow should stay in the herd until her sixth 
to tenth parity (III). However, a very low sow turnover may compromise the achievement of 
genetic objectives, which, on the other hand, is not in contrast with concrete physiological 
limitations of the sow if selection efforts were to focus on genetically induced large litter 
sizes alone. 
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Our simulation scenarios with real life parameter values demonstrated relatively poor 
lifetime performance as piglets weaned and number of litters produced per sow (III). On 
the basis of the best scenario, an average sow, on an average farm, with 4.56 produced litters 
had just reached the full performance capacity before she was culled. It is evident that 
only decreasing the proportion of first parity litters with progeny that exhibit weakened 
performance and retaining mature sows and a static herd size result in performance 
enhancements (Stalder et al., 2003; Mabry, 2016; Koketsu et al., 2017). In addition, 
farrowing intervals have been shown to be shorter between later parity cycles than those 
between earlier ones and farrowing rates of older sows higher indicating additional 
advantages related to mature sows and efficiency of piglet production (Koketsu et al., 1999; 
Serenius et al., 2003). Furthermore, if sows are not productive for a long time or won’t even 
reach their full performance potential, they have more of an environmental impact in terms 
of use of resources such as land and energy and emission of pollutants such as ammonia 
and methane (De Vries & De Boer, 2010). The role of overall sustainability is likely to be 
emphasized in the future instead of focusing on purely quantitative performance measures 
(FAO, 2018). Improved use of animal resources, overall herd management routines, optimal 
feeding regimen, better health and animal welfare must be considered in expanding the 
scale of production to avoid serious environmental impacts (Steinfeld et al., 2006; Gerber 
et al., 2013; Ogino et al., 2013; Alary et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016; Butterworth & Farm 
Animal Welfare, 2017; Mottet et al., 2017). 
Raising a durable, robust, well-selected female and supporting her through first 
lactation are key elements in decreasing sub-optimal removal. There are several aspects 
that have been referred to in the literature to promote sow longevity such as an early focus 
on locomotor conformation and health, genetic potential, optimal nutrition, reproductive 
management as well as appropriate environmental conditions including housing and floor 
design, to prepare gilts for long and successful productive futures in the breeding herd 
(Le Cozler et al., 1998; Tantasuparuk, 2001; Serenius & Stalder, 2004; Stalder et al., 2004; 
Serenius & Stalder, 2006; Lawlor & Lynch, 2007; Engblom et al., 2009; Koketsu et al., 2017). 
ϲ͘ϰ &ĂƌŵŝŶŐƐƚǇůĞƐ
As reviewed thoroughly by Stalder et al. (2004) there are several determinants to sow 
longevity. The farm can significantly modify the sow-level outcomes independently of the 
sow’s characteristics. Understanding that the farm is a complex system with strengths and 
limitations, goals and perceptions, is essential for improving not only the farm economy 
but also the conditions for the animals (Den Hartog et al., 1993; Gonyou, 2002; Stalder et 
al., 2004; Engblom, 2008). 
As opposed to the traditional hypothesis testing, we used an exploratory approach in 
the form of MCA to clarify the complexity of associations between the farm as a whole and 
sow removal (II). It proved applicable in representing underlying structures in large sets of 
data of a diversity and mostly quantitative nature as suggested by Greenacre (1984). The 
complexity of associations between the farm descriptors was demonstrated in a visually 
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interpretable and communicative manner, which is of relevance in conveying information 
(Greenacre, 2010; Greenacre, 2017; Eurostat 2018). 
Through real field data, we could also profile piglet-producing farms with contrasting 
patterns of management practices and housing and link them to sow removal (Husson et 
al., 2010). Three farm typologies were identified. Typology 1 farms were characterized by 
features more indicative of semi-intensive or intensive farming compared with the other 
farms. They had larger herd size (>635) and more sows (>148) per caretaker. Both the 
culling and mortality levels were higher in this group. Typology 2 farms were estimated to 
have the best animal welfare considering a combination of environmental factors such as 
enrichment and space allowance and the lowest overall level of sow mortality as an animal-
based indicator. Typology 3 farms implemented supplementary welfare-friendly initiatives, 
were smaller in herd size (<103), group and room sizes and had fewer sows per caretaker 
(<58), suggesting a rather non-intensive style of production. These farms had the lowest 
culling levels.
Capturing the heterogeneity of farms through typology construction is a useful step 
in analysing farm performance, resources and limitations. Typologies can be further used 
for many purposes, such as selecting representative farms as cases for studies, targeting 
interventions and for the extension of technologies or to support the identification of farm 
development and evolution patterns.
On a specific farm, various development suggestions towards more sustainable, 
animal-friendly and consumer accepting pork production might only be given appropriate 
weights when considered in relation to a larger number of farm descriptors. The lack of 
capital may have resulted in sub-optimal housing conditions or impaired management 
practices. The cost efficiency of each investment must be thoroughly examined as only the 
most essential ones can be prioritized. We identified potential interactions between single 
aspects of farm management and housing conditions, which together may determine 
whether or not specific recommendations are optimal in the wider context of the entire 
farm.
ϲ͘ϱ KƉƟŵĂůƌĞƉůĂĐĞŵĞŶƚ
In relation to previous studies, we provided a new way of examining the effect of animal 
health on production and replacement management to guide strategic decision-making and 
motivate and direct preventive work (III). By modelling the effect of production diseases, 
with special emphasis on sow removal, the monetary burden represented by diseases and 
sub-optimal removal rates was demonstrated.
The results suggested that the occurrence of postpartum dysgalactia syndrome 
and locomotory disorders produce small costs at the individual sow level. However, the 
difference between the best and worst scenarios with regard to health and removal were 
notable. In addition, as the piglet production units are becoming larger, the average farm-
level losses can rise to substantial levels as well as the differences between the best and 
worst performers. 
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We showed that sow health, longevity, productivity and economic results are linked 
to each other. First of all, we showed that the return on investment was highest if a farmer 
managed to avoid excessive removal (III). This also improved the opportunities for selection 
on performance because the optimal decision based on the production capacity of a sow 
was dependent on the overall removal rate for the herd and its health status. Voluntary 
replacement was suggested only for the oldest sows, especially when farrowing small litters. 
It was optimal to keep healthy sows with an average or high productivity in the herd as 
long as possible, i.e. until their ninth or tenth parity. In addition, a noteworthy fact was that 
herds with a poorer original longevity, i.e. higher turnover rate, appeared to suffer more 
from diseases than the typical herds with a lower turnover.
Production diseases such as the ones investigated in this study are a challenging area 
for prevention and, naturally, preventive measures also incur costs. Using decision support 
models, producers can weigh the fundamental consideration of whether investments 
in improved animal health are worth the costs. The costs of a disease in general must be 
estimated and it should be assessed whether it would be worth trying to do something 
about it. From the viewpoint of economic theory, it is probably rational to reduce the 
occurrence of production diseases, but complete prevention is hardly realistic. Our 
preliminary demonstrations may motivate farmers to become aware of the importance of 
lowering disease incidences and overall replacement rate in order to improve animal health 
and the profitability of the farm.
ϲ͘ϲ >ŝŵŝƚĂƟŽŶƐ
Some advantages and disadvantages arose as a result of how the materials and 
methodologies were chosen, which need to be considered when interpreting the results and 
planning future research. 
There is an ongoing need for properly collected, managed and within studies 
comparable good quality data (Rushton, 2009). It is also important for researchers to closely 
consider the farm reality (Plà, 2007). However, farm level data straight from the producers 
are difficult to obtain due to the compulsory criterion: the willingness to participate and 
share. In this project, the recruitment proved even more difficult and time consuming than 
anticipated. The pork industry in Finland has been in the middle of much heated discussion 
in recent years. In general, producers were interested in the content of the research, but 
people were very worried and suspicious of the confidentiality aspects and the potential 
increase in personal workload, and consequently elected not to participate. 
Although this project accounted for a marked proportion of all the breeding sows 
in Finland and a diversity of farms, the volunteer participants likely represent the better 
end of the Finnish commercial farms. We could only quantify the differences between 
the volunteer farms and the remaining population with regard to herd size. It may well be 
argued that due to our convenience sampling the results cannot be generalized. However, 
there must always be a balance between the constraints of obtaining data, related costs and 
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what can be learned from them. In addition, as with observational studies in general, causal 
relationships should not be inferred from the results. 
Another source of bias is related to secondary, electronic data. As opposed to 
controlled experiments, they are independent of the researcher. They are originally 
recorded for purposes other than scientific ones and without any previous guidance to 
make the recordings reliable or detailed. In particular, in removal studies, it would be 
necessary to separate events (spontaneous death and euthanasia) that are beyond the 
control of the producer from those that are within it. Furthermore, for example genotypes 
and reproductive data were not consistently recorded and yet could not be included in 
the analyses. Nevertheless, in this manner of data collection, numerous observations 
originating from a diversity of farms across the whole country can be made available. 
Electronic farm-level data should be respected as a good resource by farmers, advisers and 
researchers. Secondary data gathered via other routes, such as national registries, are also 
valuable as long as their weaknesses are identified and taken into account, and preferably 
validated. 
The farm-level data were collected in a cross-sectional study by interviews, potentially 
leading towards answers describing measures believed to be applied by the workers or to 
be socially more acceptable, rather than revealing the measures actually applied (Nederhof, 
1985). Person-to-person data collection may also encompass the risk of misinterpretation. 
Observations in the housing facilities allowed partial compensation for this potential 
response bias.
Even with limitations, our study can be considered valid for introducing an 
empirical base that could be used to motivate debate on future piglet production system 
development. It also delivered useful evidence relevant for stakeholders to engage in and 
further promote research into identification, monitoring and management of sow removal 
and health, aspects that are difficult to investigate by controlled experiments. We wish 
to have emphasized awareness of multidisciplinary approaches in integrating accurate 
epidemiological livestock data into larger frameworks and identifying current bottlenecks 
in available data and modelling methodology. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS
The leading hypothesis in this thesis was supported: there are wide range of differences 
in removal patterns between sows and overall production circumstances. Therefore, no 
single replacement rate or standard recommendations on optimal removal exist. When 
determining sow removal policy, strengths and limitations within each individual farm and 
its animal population must be considered. 
More specifically it is concluded that, 
x In the Finnish sow population, the average litter sizes already routinely exceeded 
those suggested to be in line with the natural nursing ability of individual sows. 
Larger litters may lead to significant management challenges and interventions to 
raise the extra piglets. Risks to the health and welfare of both piglets and sows are 
also imposed.
x There was a relatively high wastage of sows in low parities and the removal 
decisions were delayed compared with the later parities. Early removal of sows 
prevented them from reaching their full biological performance potential. 
x Sow performance affected removal.  Especially small litter sizes and the number of 
stillborn resulted in higher risk of removal. 
x Legislated animal registration data may be used to quantify sow removal at the 
farm level in Finland. On average, culling, and especially mortality, were at a 
relatively high level. The wide variation between farms indicates that there is room 
for improvement. However, for comparison and monitoring purposes, a more 
detailed contextualization within and among countries is needed.
x The complex structure of farms was highlighted and three typologies with 
contrasting patterns of housing and management were identified. Furthermore, 
farm typologies were associated with removal. Typology 1 included farms with 
features indicative of semi-intensive or intensive farming and the highest level of 
culling and mortality. Typology 2 farms were estimated to have the best animal 
welfare among the sample farms based on a combination of environmental 
indicators and the lowest level of on-farm sow mortality. Typology 3 followed a 
strategy of rather non-intensified system and showed the lowest level of culling.
 
x Sow replacement, health and economic returns are linked to each other. 
Optimizing removal markedly increases sow longevity, lifetime piglet yields and 
monetary net returns. It was also shown that production diseases cause constant 
economic losses. Herds with a higher sow replacement rate appeared to suffer even 
more from diseases than herds with a lower one. 
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8 RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on this study, we would motivate good record-keeping practices with special 
emphasis on removal at the farm level. This would expand data usefulness for producers 
and researchers as described below. 
x Sow retention and longevity should be continuously measured, and the 
measurements compared with standards and targets to monitor development 
at the farm. Producers need to be aware of the herd’s culling and mortality rates 
and keep proper records for each sow to be able to optimise removal according to 
the farm specific preferences. Awareness may intrinsically help to avoid excessive 
removal.
x It is of great importance to be able to distinguish between the three types of 
destinations (slaughter, spontaneous death and euthanasia) in herd management 
systems (destination-specific removal). Destination-specific recording scheme 
improves especially the identification of on-farm mortality patterns. In order 
to reduce the prevalence of sow mortality, special attention needs to be drawn 
to specific risk factors and their combinations at the herd and the sow level. 
Postmortem examinations can be used to increase knowledge of what actually 
causes spontaneous death and euthanasia and to guide necessary control measures 
in order to decrease mortality and avoid unnecessary delay in euthanasia of 
unhealthy sows.     
x To further improve understanding of the farm-specific removal patterns it is 
recommended to record primary removal reasons from a list of unambiguous 
reasons for all cull sows (reason-specific removal). Reason-specific records are 
helpful in tailoring preventive actions to improve farm functionality, economy and 
sow health.
x Determining the proportion of animals that do not make it through the low 
parities (parity-specific removal) is a useful measure for characterising sow 
retention problems. In determining parity-specific culling criteria, the biological 
productivity development, reproductive traits and herd parity distribution should 
be considered. 
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9 FUTURE IMPLICATIONS
Further international research is needed to assess the availability, suitability and 
comparability of mandatory, routinely recorded animal data for multidimensional animal 
welfare monitoring purposes. 
Welfare implications between spontaneous death and euthanasia may differ. It would 
be essential to record these two separately for each removed sow to evaluate differences in 
the relative proportions and risk factors of the two types of death over a number of years. In 
addition, to better understand why sows die on farm, postmortem examinations would be 
informative. We have already started a project to explore this area. However, to carry out a 
harmonized, larger scale postmortem study internationally would be invaluable.
Large differences between farms in removal rates were observed. In addition to housing 
and management, we assume that the complexity is highly influenced by farmers’ attitudes 
and decision-making. Further multidisciplinary research including social sciences is 
needed to gain more insight into the influence of farmer’s personality types and perceptions 
on sow removal, culling guidelines and actual practices. 
It may be speculated that the potential lack of time per animal may lead to unnecessary 
culling decisions and even increased on-farm mortality at all production stages. The 
association between workload and working time allocated per animal, sow health and 
removal should be further studied.
Despite extensive research on locomotory disorders, they remain a major concern 
in the pig industry. They are also reported to be one of the main removal reasons and 
cause of on-farm deaths and euthanasia. The findings of our study can serve as a useful 
reference for future studies investigating housing and management features - separately 
and synergistically - to ensure locomotory soundness and prevent unplanned removal.
Furthermore, aggression is a recognized disadvantage of group housing of gestating 
sows, but the potential direct (aggressive behaviour) and indirect (e.g. through lameness, 
traumatic injuries or lower feed intake) links to an elevated risk of being removed is not 
well-studied. 
At the sow level, several studies have estimated the risk of removal based on 
quantitative electronic records. However, limited research has focused on investigating the 
interrelationship between clinical variables of sows and removal. We have already carried 
out data collection using systematic clinical examination of individual sows to study the 
variation of common clinical variables and associate them with the risk of removal.
Lastly, due to my deep personal interest and environmental concern, another 
suggestion would be to conduct a life cycle analysis to evaluate the complete impact of sow 
removal on the environment. 
Future implications
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